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NOV 14 1975 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 13, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JACK MARSH 

THROUGH: MAX FRIEDERSDORF 1/j , /. 
VERN LOEN (L (}' FROM: 

SUBJECT: UN Zionist Resolution 

You asked for Congressional reaction to the UN Ge,A,~tral Assembly 
Resolution which describes Zionism as a form of racism. 

On Tuesday, November ll, the House passed, 384-0, H. Res. 855, 
condemning the action. The Senate earlier passed S. Con. Res. 73 
which is identical except that it calls for the Foreign Relations 
Committee to reassess U.S. participation in the UN Assembly. 
That provision was dropped from the House version after Rep. 
Kastenmeier (D- Wise.) objected to the unanimous consent request 
of Majority Leader Tip 0' Neill, who co- sponsored the House 
resolution with Minority Leader John Rhodes. 

Judging from the comments I have heard both on and off the floor, 
Members are outraged at the action by the General Assembly, 
but not ready to cut off U.S. support as yet. Rep Lester Wolff (D-N. Y .) 
said Congress should "take a long hard look at our participation in the 
General Assembly," and Rep. Bella Abzug (D-N. Y.) urged the UN to 
reconsider and rescind the resolution. 

Rep. John Rousselot (R -Calif.) went so far as to call for moving 
the UN to another country and Rep. Clarence Long (D-Md.) said 
that as a Member of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee, which 
handles the voluntary UN contributions, every request "will be 
closely examined in light of this vote on Zionism. " 
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The Administration request for FY'76 is $169 million, which has 
not yet been voted, on top of the $150 million assessment as a UN 
member, already voted. 

Such UN backers as Buchanan, Fraser, Bingham, Rosenthal and 
Findley said nothing during the brief discussions of the House 
resolution. However, Rosenthal and Buchanan on the same day 
joined in sponsoring H. Con.Res. 477, which reinstated the final 
paragraph of H.Res.475 as follows: 

"Resolved, that the Committee Olh," ' 
International Relations and the 
Committee on Foreign Relations 
begin hearings immediately to 
reassess the United States 
participation in the UN General 
Assembly." 

A copy of that resolution and Mr. Rosenthal's statement are 
attached. 

• 
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to.leni.nce ta· ~doning, '~ :t;)r- REQ1JEST FOR -CONSIDl!:Rl\TION OF ttoitll.l Kel&'QODa>~~-~-,.,., 
inaction. the- . d~ogery · witnessed.., HOUSE CONCURRENT".'tRESOLU- etgn:Relatton&begin·bea.rtnptmmecUately~ . 
y~terday at tt.N.fhe&dquarters. TION'/4'l5,r PROVIDINGfPOR~CON- re-assess th& .Unltecl· S~tes ~turthw partie::: 

' ·-·" ~ • DEMNATION OF RESOLUTION OF ~~iy~ the Unite4· . Nattou .Gen~~ 

U.N.;..sROULD~~~, -~,~~~~ The ~PEAKl!:R~::."'s:~e objec:tlomtO: 
_ __1.;.;:; ,• . _ _ _ ,PROVII)IN(I ·FOR HEARINGS TO the :fequest of .:~tleman. froa 

<Mrs: FENWICICasited and was given " REASSESS-· FURTHER U.S. PAR- Massachusetts? 
perm.fssion to address· the Hou.se:.!or~·t·1 ·. :rrciPATION ~ U.N~ .G~. ERAL. AS-N Mr. RHODES. Mr:'Si)eaker, ·reservini· 
minute and to- reVise and · extend.;her - EMBLY ;..,_,:,~;d,· the right to objec~ and I·certaillly shall 
remarks.> . ·_j!i..~ o·~ Mr ~ s.Peake:r;-Y'Send to not object, it ~ my · prtvilege. and my 

Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker; I jo tfiCdesiL'a ·.· &dt:brren'--::nisoluiion <a o~or to join With thedistfnguishedm.a-
with my coneaghesili'-the strongest co ·coD:. .aes;_:·4.'l~~-!1Jld ask 1mantm_ous c;,oii.:..; . onty leader :in ~-~~~:13: pf. this 
demnation "of wh&t::we have seen in. e sent for its inlniediate,consideratron.·: ~;.-:. concurrent -resolutiOn., . 
general assembmot:the .United Nati , Th~ Clerk. read-the c~- ti lu.;..: There seems to-be no· doubt as to- the 

. an 9rganlzat1on that we had hoped would 'tio · foll. ... .. .. '· ~-· :·· - ;:· ~~-.~':;~·necessity· for this ~.,.resolution. The 
be an instrument of ·peace in the world · .n.. 83 

·. ~ ~ ·General ASsembly ol.the Uriited Nations 
and, more than that. an organization de- ~.·.'.~.-· c~~~~: ~;: ~n-~'-e U~+. .... hstaastes.seeothf!tZito..:..~~ft a._:~.?!_uti~.~~ voted to principle • . exerting moral force; -.. _,_ . ......, ... VUI<>LU...., ~.............._ .L-""' wuu.r 
rather than ph .force, in the a1fa1rs. t"';;,,~ · • · · Nations and Zion.lsD,l:-· has previously adopted a resolution con-
of nations _ ,_-f. - ~- • · ··~~ Whereas the·· United States; aa a founder dem.ning such action. . 

. ·- . . . . _.,,.,.. ··"' • .. ~ .of.~th~:Ontteci--Natlona Ol'P.n!zaU'on:.hu. a Certa•-t- thls' 'l-v-A-:.. _:a .. d thb Go. vern.;. 
I ~ that _ , _ · . are bitterly dis• ' fUD.dalnental interest in proinottng the p\uo- ~ ~ .-
~P~ and o~ged a~ wha\ we hay~ poses and principles for w~ch :that organl- ment can have no-< part of any ·su..ch 
seen;,m.d·I onlT"-~;~t this ~- not za.tionwaacreated; and .3~~~"'""~;_, P~· · · . • . -~-~ 
move'llS-1 inch.frOm our·determmation Whereas m ·Arttcle I.of·ttle~Charter at the ::..;r.c;QnBra;tulate the ~orlfi7 ~:for·· 
to make tbis·orgaDization what it sho\Ud .. United · Na.tiiins'~e- stated P.'UJ'po6& ·of the offer!ng thJs resolution and lt·fs·my .pri,v~ 
beo;-an in.strurilent for peace. . ·· '::;;, United Natto,ns_, 1n.cl'!lde: :~!': ;;;,~--- •. · liege and honor to Join with him in spon-:--
. .-lii1hope that i~will not move us 1 '1Qcli~'~ .. ~o-aeb1&ve .. lnterna~peratlon: !n ·aorinirtt. _.,.,.c:-,.,.,.,,.,.. , 
from· the c:Ureetion·in·which we know we ··aolvtng international probtimlS ot -~ eco-:- Mr. Speaker;cr.~thdr'aw my reserva~ 

_ . nomic, .- IOCial, cultural, ·or -humamtadan ti f bj t1 -. '¥~ 
have to go, which is forward In an or-- Character and til promoting and encourag- on o o ec on. ' -· ·. · · , - - ~ 
der.ty world that exists on principles Qf ing_ reap~ 'tor ilw:na.n:ngh1&"and.!or funda- The SPEAKER. Is there objection. tO 
justice and law.~-~~~:....:.: . · · · · mental freedoms .for au wtthou~· d1Stlnctlon .the request of the gentleman from Maa-

Mr. Spea.ker;t'tbatis 'what Ihope:thts as torace.~· lallgu&g&orreUgtOD.;~~and .... sacht1$etts? . . _· - ;":~~~~~ 
v~ damaging-:-action· of the U.N. will Whereas the · General ~ly'" of the Mr. KA.STENMEIEB~Mr. Speaker::te-3 
bring about in the· hearts and mlild& of United Na.tlolliJ decided to lunch on Decem- serving my right to .obJect. I would llk& 
the people· of •tb.Js- ·N&tion. , . . ber 10,· 1973.'-a Decade of;~on to- C~ba~ to. ask. the maJori~ .leader U I heard the 

Rac1sm and Racial-D1.scr1!ninatton and a. pro- reading of the eoncurrent resolution cor- . 
_ . . ;~~., • ...:. , gram ot actton whiCh the United States su~ rectly :in. that, tt; call& for a reappraisal of. 

. ' THE UNI'l'EDl:ST~ SHOULD CUT . ~&n41n •. 'llfhieb it desm:s~toJ>articlpa~ · .. h th n.o. ..._ -'- uld be. _. .of · and .. ·. . ·-'· ~ ... . . .. _w e er """"' coun ... .,..-~o pa,,. 
ITS CONTRIBQTION ·.TQ~ THE whe~~· ihe Uri1tect Natto~~~~eral As-;:· theGenetal.Assemb.ty?·,AndU..that.fsih& 
UNITED NA;TtONS ~~:: · sembly on November 10, l~&. iuiopted a res- import of . this - concurren; resolut1oll.. 

. <Mr. D~ asked and . was· g1~;- olutlm1·whieb< de6cribes Zlontsm·aa a form of while 1sympathize otherwise with its ob
})ermission to address: the House for .. L rac!.sm thereby- ldenti!ylng·1~ aa a target. ot •,. jectives, I would be constrained to. objec~ 
minute and to·;'reviSe and extend· ;hiS :~ th& Decade tor Act1?n to COmbat Rac!~!m-an~~ to the immediate C<?nsideratlan of it.. . . .. ~•-- , ... · '1.""""''. and Dlscf1J;n1na.tion, and · -{'>'""'''"'--O'NEILL ,._.._ . s k u th remarks.~v~ - - .. ..,,.,- ,., · · . •; ...,,,-.... .......... pea er, e gen~ .·. . .t'\ _ . . . 7~._...... Whereas th& extension of the program of • tleman will·yield, 1 would ask unanimous 

Mr. D . .. Speaker, we, .• are(. the Decade to tnclude a campaign agal.ns' t that th las '" -~· ..... _ 
hearing a lot o!'mQiming and groaD.ing · Zionism brings the Unitect Nat1o:t111 to a point consen e t paragrap~ -~ ........,... 
and finashing,of teeth and wringing. of ·.or eneouragtng .anti-Semitism, .one of the. concurrent resolution be reread.~ that 
hands here toda.~about the U.N., ... ¥ :"'·-~·-:, oldest and m~-,vlrulem - fonna of racism the gentleman-from ·Wisconsin will un-

. - , -~~ known 0 human hJ.storT.~;liow;: therefore. derstandexactlywhatiaeontalnedmthe 
The majorit;r,)eader <Mr. O'NZILL) b&it. ,,.- .;,,.:· . - · ....... ·- . • concurrent resolution.:;;;, •• ' ·- · · · ~-- •. -

made refere~ 1-4 the letter with-·~4 ; But;z~~:Thii_.the Houu. ~{.&prutrrt~ . -. The-SPEAKER..-I& there obJecl.lon · 
Members agams~ · the. resolution, ~ru~<~-'.- tivu (the ·senate 'c07IC'IU"'"lng); abarplrcon- . the request o! the:~ezitleman from 
was one of the..Slgllators. _ · • • i'>ll'":.-t'- demD3 the resolution· adopted by~e General sachusetts? . ': 
- ~guess it took the Zionist rae~ reao- Assembly.on_Novembe-r~10,_197& tn that sa.kl ;There was no obJeetloD:.· 

!ution to pinpoint-<the U.N. ·lrresponsi-· resolution · ~ncoura.gee ·antl~tlsm by - The Clerk read as follows· 
bWties and get.thea.ttention of the Mem-· -:ngl::C=~~ ~~~~=- ·B&o~, That the eomm.i~ cin rntern.a-1 
bers. A number ot.ua around.~llft& have. thereby ,contradicting a .fuii'dsm&ntal . pur- tional Relations and th& ~~~:!~:~:; 
been talking abou~this orgailiZatiton for- pose--of ·~ United Nati~Chartet'; and e1gn Rela.ttol111 begin hearings 
quite !!' period·~-~e. It has resolvecJ: :-~t.t.~ -t.-::~:!t<.,"'•s:•: ~ ( .. ~~-< ~~- -~the Untte4 Statee-turther t-.: lilCina

itself mto nothin&t-m~re than an mter- BaolvecJ;. That the CongrN&.strongly op- tion ln the United Nat!OlliJGenetal ...... IOlllU>lJ[.<, 

national debating SOCleiy. It has. utterly poee~t any-form ot partlctpatlon 'tly-the United 
failed year in. andfyear out In lta~peace- • Statee Oovernmen"·ln. the Decade for. Action 
keeping operation.,..,. · ·. to Coatbat Rac1sm and Bac1al -D1sCr1mina-

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I would hope tlon !0 long aa that Decad.:C:and -program 
that the Members who are up here de- remain distorted and comprom.lsed by th& 

. . . a.torement1oned resolution n&Dling Zionism 
plonng this action will, when the time as one-of the targets o1 that atruggle· and 
comes to vote on the contribution of the be~ · · · • 
United States for this organization, use · Buolved That the corigre~~~~ calls for an 
their heads and reduce the share of the energetic dart by all those concerned with 
United States, because we have been the adherence of the United .Natlon.a to the 
much too generous over the years. purpc)eee stated t:c. ita Charter to obtain re--

I do not think that we should neces- consideration of the a.torementtoned resolu
.sarilY abolish the United Nations but we tion With a view to removing the 5UbJec' of. 

• Zionism, wh1Cb Is a. national but in no way 
should put it .:fn the proper perspective. a racist philoeophy, from the context Of ~ 
and not yield so much to · all of these programs and dlscusstons fOCUll1ng on racism 
pipsqueak nations that have the same Ol' racial d1acr1m.1Dation; and be it further 
vote as we do. .Buolw4, That the Cammitt.&e on Intern&-

f~ KASTENME!ER. Mr. Speaker.~ 
ob . · ... <d!f 

The SPEAKER. ObJeetion'is_ hearcL 

TIME F0R REviEW OF U.N. FIN 
CIAL SUPPORT 

tMr. FRENZEL -aslted and was 
permission to addre!s the House 
minute and to revise and .extend 1m 
marks.> · 

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, 
a.t the United Nations. the • ..... n .. n..J 

sembly voted in. favor of x-::1}.:~~~~ 
glorified anti-semitism and 
our u.s. Ambsasador cOrrectly d~crilbM 
previ~ such resolutions a& ··otJSC,enE~ 
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FOREWORD 

In view of present tensions and the dangers of war in 
the Middle East, the extraordinary Soviet 20-year program 
of providing military equipment, supplies and training to 
Arab countries takes on special meaning. The program has 
been very large and very expensive, on the order of 
$7 billion for the Arab countries of the Middle East. The 
military and political results are still hard to assess, 
but it is clearly a critical element in the strategic 
situation in this explosive part of the world. 

We have asked a close student of Soviet arms aid 
diplomacy to put the record in a broad political perspective, 
setting forth Soviet successes and shortcomings in using 
what Moscow plainly considers a key instrument of Soviet 
Middle East policy. The author is Dr, Roger F. Pajak, a 
Foreign Affairs Adviser with the U.S. Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency. He received degrees in International 
Relations and Soviet Studies from Michigan State University, 
Harvard University, and American University, and has been 
with the United States Government as a Soviet foreign affairs 
specialist since 1963. By training and because of his 
present work, he is exceptionally well qualified to deal 
with the subject of Soviet arms i{ the Middle East. , 

Ray S. Cline 
Executive Director of Studies 

... 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the Soviet drive to gain influence and weaken the 
position of the West in the Middle East, arms aid has clear
ly emerged as the most durable instrument in Moscow's 
diplomatic repertoire. The priority accorded the Middle East 
in Soviet foreign policy calculations is reflected in the 
share of total Soviet arms aid allocated to the area. Of 
the estimated $12 billion in such aid extended to the 
nonaligned, developing world from 1955 through 1974, the 
Arab countries of the Middle East have re~eived about $7 
billion, or roughly 60 percent of the total.l 

How effective has arms aid been in accomplishing the 
objectives set for it by Moscow in the Middle East? With 
such advanced Soviet equipmerit as TU-22 supersonic bombers, 
MIG-23 swing-wing interceptors, and Scud tactical missiles 
being provided to the Arab states, has the program been 
worth the economic cost? Has it perhaps resulted in more 
problems than gains for Moscow? In particular, has nega
tive Egyptian reaction to Soviet policy irrevocably 
reoriented Cairo to Western sources of arms supply? 

In addressing these questions, this paper attempts to 
place the record of Soviet arms aid diplomacy in the Middle 
East in perspective. It delineates the checkered paths of 
the Soviet military assistance programs in the primary Arab 
"confrontation states" -- Egypt, Syria, Iraq, and Libya -
particularly since the June 1967 war, with a view toward 
assessing the successes and shortcomings of this key instru
ment of Soviet policy in this volatile ~rea. 

lu.s. 
Countries: 

.. . ... 



CHAPTER II 

EGYPT 

Among the developing countries of the Third World, 
Egypt ranks as the leading recipient of Soviet military 
assistance. Since the beginning of ~oscow's assistance 
program in 1955, Egypt by the end of 1974 had received 
an estimated $3.4 billion in Soviet arms aid.z 

On the eve of the June 1967 war the arsenal of modern 
Soviet equipment in its hands gave Egypt, in conjunction 
with the well-equipped Syrian and Iraqi forces, a formidable 
military capability against Israel. But in the brief six 
day conflict, the Arab forces were decimated, with Egypt 
taking the heaviest losses. 

Whatever second thoughts Moscow may have had about its 
provision of modern arms to the Arabs, who used them neither 
wisely nor well, the immediate Soviet reflex action was to 
initiate a large scale resupply airlift. Even while the 
fighting was going on, Soviet transport aircraft began 
deliveries of replacement equipment to Egypt and Syria. 3 
Within three weeks 130 jet fighters were reportedly deliver
ed.4 

A year later, Soviet deliveries of military equipment 
had brought overall Arab inventories nearly up to pre-war 
levels. By July 1968, the Egyptian air force consisted of 
about 400 aircraft, only 30 fewer than prior to the June 
war.5 By the second anniversary of the war, Moscow had 
delivered approximately $700 million in aircraft, tanks, 

Zrbid. 

31awrence Whetten,"The Military Consequences of Mediter
ranean Super Power Parity," New Middle East, November 
1971, p. 17. 

4George Lenczowski, Soviet Advances in the Middle East 
(Washington: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy 
Research, February 1972), p. 150. 
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and other equipment to Egypt to replace what had been destroy
ed.6 

Accompanying the heavy volume of materiel was an influx 
of Soviet instructors and advisers to improve the qualitative 
shortcomings in the Egyptian armed forces. In the summer of 
1967, the number of Soviet advisory personnel in Egypt grew 
to about 3,000~ several times the number present before the 
June conflict.' 

In assuming a broadened training and advisory role in 
the Egyptian forces, Moscow penetrated the Egyptian military 
establishment to a depth it had never before achieved in any 
non-Communist country. Soviet advisers and technicians were 
reportedly assigned to every air and naval base, military 
training facility, and major maintenance depot in Egypt.8 

The role of Soviet advisers thus changed dramatically 
after the June war. With the acquiescence of the Egyptian 
High Command, the Soviet Union acquired an important voice 
in Egyptian training and tactical matters.9 

In January 1970, a watershed event occured in the Soviet
Egyptian relationship. As a result of Nasser's personal 
entreaties for some response to Israeli deep-penetration bomb
ing raids in the Egyptian interior, the Soviets decided to 
establish and operate a full scale air defense system in Egypt. 
The first contingent of Soviet SAM missile crews -- numbering 
about 1,500 men -- arrived in March 1970 and began installation 
of an SA-3 surface-to-air missile system, specifically designed 
to counter low-flying aircraft. Shortly afterwards, the first 
Soviet-piloted MIG-21J interceptors (an improved version of 
the MIG-21), with supporting elements, began arriving at special 

6Honorable R. Lawrence Coughlin, The Congressional Record 
(Washington: U.S. Congress, House, September 16, 1969), p. £7537. 

7New York Times, July 16, 1968. 

8william Beecher, "The Soviet Push in the Mideast," Army, 
April 1968, p. 23. 

9A. Y. Yodfat, "Arms and Influence in Egypt--the Record 
of Soviet Military Assistance, since June 1967," New Middle East, 
July 1969, p. 30. 
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Egyptian air bases that would come under Soviet contro1.10 
By late spring, newly-arrived Soviet military personnel 
numbered about 15,000, some assigned as advisers to Egyptian 
air defense units, but the majority manning the new SA-3 and 
improved model SA-2 SAM sites proliferating in the Egyptian 
interior and in the canal zone.ll 

The widespread Soviet presence forced Israel to discon
tinue her deep penetration raids into Egypt as of mid-April. 
At about that time, Soviet-piloted MIG-21J aircraft began 
flying defensive combat patrols over the Egyptian interior,_ 
but refrained from interfering with Israeli aircraft operat1ng 
in the canal zone.l2 Despite the presumed interest of both 
sides in avoiding a direct aerial clash, one such incident 
did occur Qn July 30, when the Israelis shot down four Soviet 
MIG-2l's.l 3 

During the remainder of 1970 and into ~971, Soviet deliv
eries continued at a high level, as Moscow 1ntroduced a 
variety of modern equipment into the Egypt~an inventory .. 
Egypt received some of the same types of a1r defense equ1p
ment as the Soviet forces, even before the Warsaw Pact 
nations in some cases. Besides being the first non-Communist 
state to receive the new SA-3 missile system, Egypt received 
the Frog tactical ground rocket and the mobile ZSU-?3-4,radar 
controlled antiaircraft gun -- regarded as the Sov1ets most 
effective weapon against low-flying aircraft.l4 Also note
worthly among Soviet deliveries was some of Moscow's latest 
electronic command and control equipment to improve the 
Egyptian air defense system.l5 

For her largesse, the Soviet Union exacted various 
elements of non-economic repayment. The first was in the 

lOcharles Wakebridge, "Electrons over Suez," Ordnance, 
May-June 1972, p. 475. 

llLenczowski, op. cit., p. 152· 

12wakebridge, op. cit., p. 475. 

13Lawrence Whetten, "June 1967 to June 1971: Four Years 
of Canal War Reconsidered," New Middle East, June 1971, p. 23. 

14Ibid., p. 21. 

15rnternational Defense Review, No. 3, May-June 1971, 
p. 211. 
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form of base rights and shore support for ships of the Soviet 
Mediterranean squadron. ·Following the June war, the Soviets 
were granted the use of various naval supply and repair 
facilities in Egypt, including a large dr1 dock, two float
ing docks, and repair yards in Alexandria,6 as well as. 
facilities at the former British naval base at Port Sa1d.17 
The Soviets also were allowed to begin development of a deep 
water port, largely for their own use, at the secluded port 
of Mersa Matruh, near the Libyan border.l8 

Besides the use of Egyptian port facilities, the Soviets 
were allowed to base naval patrol aircraft in Egypt, thereby 
providing their fleet with important reconnaissance support. 
A variety of Soviet aircraft with Egyptian markings, located 
at several bases in Egypt, provided valuable tracking and 
positional data on U.S. and NATO naval craft for the Soviet 
Mediterranean squadron.l9 

Another significant quid pro quo received by Moscow in 
return for its assistance was Cairo's acquiescence in a 
Soviet-Egyptian Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation, signed 
on May 26, 1971. The treaty committed both sides to consult 
on matters of joint concern and threats to the peace and to 
avoid joining alliances hostile to the other partner. With
out precluding any of its options, Moscow thereby instituted 
a new element of deterrence against Israel~ while reminding 
Cairo of its limited ability to maneuver.2u 

In keeping with the vagaries of the Middle East, however, 
the nadir for Moscow in Soviet-Egyptian relations before the 
October 1973 war was reached barely a year later, in July 1972, 

16washington Post, July 21, 1~72 t 

17sunday Telegraph (London),June 7, 1970. 

18wynfred Joshua, Soviet Penetration into the Middle East 
(New York: National Strategy Information Center, 1971), p. 17. 

l9vice Admiral Isaac Kidd, Jr., "View from the Bridge of 
the Sixth Fleet Flagship," U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, 
February 1973, p. 27. 

20Joshua, op. cit., p. 18. 
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with the expulsion of nearly all Soviet military personnel 
from Egypt. Frustrated by the military stalemate on the 
Suez Canel front and irritated by continued Soviet foot
dragging on his entreaties for more advanced weapons, 
President Sadat gave the order for expulsion. Given several 
days' advance notice, the Soviet withdrawal began even be
fore Sadat's public announcement of July 18.21 The sudden
ness and extent of the Soviet departure gave rise to 
speculation that Moscow had retaliated against Sadat's action 
by withdrawing its air defense units -- which reportedly were 
exempted from the original ex~ulsion order -- as well as 
instructors and technicians.2 This in turn may have prom~ted 
Sadat to order out the Soviet naval reconnaissance units.2 

At any rate, the Soviets probably saw no point in argu
ing or pleading with Sadat, once the issue was made public.24 
Rather than exacerbate a bad situation, Moscow presumably 
felt impelled to temporarily retrench in Egypt, while working 
to improve its position elsewhere in the Middle East at least 
for the short term. 

By early August, nearly all of the reported 21 000 
Soviet advisory and air defense personnel in Egypt,~5 as well 
as naval reconnaissance units, had returned to the Soviet 
Union. Most of the air defense equipment, however, was 
turned over to the Egyptians, a notable exception being four 
MIG-25 Foxbat high altitude reconnaissance aircraft, which 
the Sov1ets took with them. 26 .Only an estimated 700 or so 
Soviet instructors were believed to be in Egypt by the end 
of 1972.27 

21Anthony McDermott, "A Russian Withdrawal; or Divorce, 
Egyptian Style," New Middle East, August 1972, p. 6. 

22New York Times, July 19, 1972· 

23washington Post, August 2, 1972· 

24New York Times, August 7, 1972· 

25Military Aviation News, June 1975, p. 7. 

26Ibid., July 1975, p. 4. 

27strategic Survey 1972 (London: The International 
Institute for Strategic Studies [ IISS], April 1973), p. 26. 
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. A.flow of spare parts and replacement equipment was 
ma1nta1ned to Egypt after the Soviet exodus, but it took 
the October 1973 war to cause Moscow to resume arms deli
v~ri~s in earnest. The Soviets instituted a vast resupply 
a1rl1ft on the second day of the war.28 During the resupply 
operation Egypt reportedly received about 100 fighter air
craft, 600 tanks, and equipment for 30 SAM batteries.29 

Even during the war, however, further strains arose in the 
Moscow-Cairo relationship. The reported Soviet insistence 
on p~yment in hard currency for new advanced equipment did 
noth1ng.to e~dear the Soviets to the Egyptians.3U Cairo 
showed 1ts d1spleasure by restricting Soviet contact with 
Egyptian troop units and access to equipment evaluation 
reports.31 

. Strains wer~ ref~ected in a major speech by Sadat on 
Apr1l 18, 1974, 1n wh1ch the Egyptian leader announced that 
Egypt would end its exclusive reliance on the Soviet Union 
for arms and would seek them elsewhere. Sadat said that he 
had made this decision because Moscow, for the previous six 
months, had not acted fully on his requests for more advan
ced weapons.32 In the wake of Sadat's announcement all 
shipments of Soviet military equipment, including b~dly 
needed spare parts, came to a halt.33 

From the date of Sadat's speech through the rest of the 
year, no Soviet deliveries of arms -- with the exception 
of two shipments of spare parts in August -- are known to 
have been made to Egypt.34 An October announcement that 

28New York Times, November 2~ 1973. ., 

29washin~ton Post, November 24, 1973; Near East Repo~t, 
January 16, 1 74, p. 10. 

30washington Post, November 19, 1973 
31A . . W k d h v1at1on ee an Space Tee nology, December 17, 1973, 

p. 16. 
32New York Times, April 19, 1974. 
33washington Post, May 23, 1974. 
34M·l. A . . 1 1tary v1at1on News, November 1974, p. 7 . 

... 
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Soviet Party Secretary Brezhnev would visit Cairo in January 
heightened Egyptian hopes that a resumption of Soviet deli
veries was imminent. These hopes were dashed on December 
30 when Moscow suddenly announced the indefinite postpone
ment of Brezhnev's visit, ostensibly for reasons of health.35 

In his first public remarks after the postponement of 
the visit, Sadat again took the Soviet Union to task for its 
refusal to replace all equipment lost in the October war. 
During an interview he stated: "I want every Arab to know 
that since the ceasefire of October 1973 ... there has been 
no Soviet replenishment and no major arms received up to this 
moment."36 

In a dramatic move to secure military equipment from a 
different quarter, Sadat visited Paris in January 1975 with 
a shopping list for arms. During his visit, the Egyptian 
leader reportedly concluded a deal for several hundred million 
dollars worth of equipment, including 44 advanced Miraye F-1 
fighter aircraft, mostly for delivery in the late 1970 s.37 
Already in late 1974, Egypt had begun to receive th~ firs! 
of 36 Mirage fighters ordered on her behalf by Saud1 Arab1a.38 

Sadat's Paris shopping spree apparently served to send 
a message to Moscow, as reflected in the arrival in Cairo 
on February 3 of Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko for two days 
of talks. Gromyko attempted to soo~bruised Egyptian 
feelings by "activating" some arms contracts that had been 
suspended by Moscow since early 1974.39 On February 18, 
the delivery of six advanced, swing-wing MIG-23 fighters to 
Egypt was reported, the first shipment of major So~iet equip
ment in nearly a year.40 Some spares and other equ1pment also 
began to arrive, reportedly under existing contracts con-

35washington Post, December 31, 1974. 

36New York Times, January 9, 1975, 

37Ibid., February 19, 1975; Washington Post, January 30,1975. 

38New York Times, November 20, 1974. 

39washington Post, February 17, 1975. 

40New York Times, February 19, 1975. 
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eluded before and shortly after the 1973 war. 41 

The al"rival of two squadrons -- about 24 ·aircraft 
of MIG-23's in early 1975 finally raised overall Egyptian 
combat strength to . nearly the ·pre-October war level, 
according to Western specialists.42 Even the MIG-23's in 
Egypt's inventory, however, cannot be optimally' employed 
without the accompaniment of TU-114 radar-equipped early 
warning aircraft, which the Soviets apparently have been 
unwilling4to ex·port because of the sensitive equipment 
involved. 3 Furthermore, the ~ep~rted cessation of Soviet 
shipments of air defense equipment -- SAM's, antiaircraft 
guns, and radar -- since the war has made it difficult for 
the Egyptian air defense forces to maintain a high degree of 
combat readiness. According to Egypt's air defense commander, 
his forces "have not received a single missile replacemeii 
from the Soviet Union since the end of the October war." 

Another factor adversely affecting Egyptian combat 
readiness has been the process of absorbing newer Western 
equipment, especially advanced Mirage fighters, into the 
predominantly Soviet-supplied inventory.~5 Moreover, 
dwindling Egyptian stocks of spare parts and the dearth of 
current Soviet shipments have forced a curtailment of Egyptian 
training. The standard 20 hours of monthly flight time for 
air fo{ge pilots, for example, has been reduced to about 15 
hours. 

41washington Post, February 9, 1975. 

42rbid., June 13, 1975. 

43Robert Jackson, The Israeli Af.r Force Story (London: 
Tom Stacey, Ltd., 1970), p. 244. ~ 

44Aviation Week and Space Technoiogy, July 7, 1975, p. 15. 

45Ibid., June 30, 1975, p. 12. 

46 rbid., Washington Post, June 13, 1975. 

... 
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Compounding these t~chnical and mater~el problems for 
Egypt is the cur:ent Sov1et_demand that Ca1r~ resume payments 
for military equ1pment. Ca~ro has_been_s~ek1ng ~ renewed 
moratorium on repayment of. 1ts Sov~et mll1tary a1d debt -
estimated at $1.5 billion to $2 billion47 -- for some time. 
With a reported 75 percent of Egypt's annual exports -- other
wise capable of earning badly-needed hard currency -- currently 
going to Communist countries for overall foreign debt p~y-
ment Sadat has appealed for a renewed ten-year suspens1on 
of a;ms payments to enable Egypt to concentrate on rebuilding 
its economy. According to Sadat, Syria has already been 
granted such a moratorium.48 

During a May 1, 1975 speech, Sadat complained publicly 
of the Soviets' rejection of a payments delay recently 
requested by Foreign Minister Fahmi in Moscow. "\Ye never 
said we will not pay," Sadat stated. "We are ask1ng for a 
reassessment of our position." Finally, making clear that 
recent Soviet deliveries were made under pre-October war 
commitments, not new agreements, he complained, "The Soviet 

49 Union has refused to replace our losses, even if we pay cash." 

Further infuriating Sadat was a new Soviet arms aid 
arrangement with Libya disclosed in May 1975 (see below). 
With Libya's small 30,000 man army scheduled to receive as 
many as 1,200 tanks, additional S~M equ~pment, and ~ate-mo~el 
MIG-23's, compared with the relat1ve tr1ckle of Sov1et equ1p
ment then arriving in Egypt, the Egyptians were understand
ably disgruntled. Sadat was especia~ly vexed by Soviet 
"irresponsibility" in giving "expens1ve and dangerous war 
toys" to Libyan leader Qadhafi, whom Sadat regards as "100 
percent sick."50 

To offset the serious shortfall in equipment require
ments from the Soviet Union, Egypt has been trying to 
expand arms supply arrangements with the West. Another 
step in that direction was taken in May 1975 with the a~ree
ment by Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Em1rates, 

47washington Post, July 20, 1975. 

48The Economist, June 28, 1975, p. 67; Aviation Week and 
Space Technology, February 3, 1975, p. 16. 

49washington Post, May 2, 1975. 

50rbid.,June 13, 1975. 
\ 
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and Qatar to establish a $1 billion Arab military industrial 
organization centered in Egypt.Sl With Saudi Arabia initial
ly providing the bulk of the financing, the new organization 
is reported to be in the final negotiating stages with the 
UK over a $1 billion ar~angement to supply Egypt with 200 
Hawk light strike aircraft and .250 Lyn~ helicopters,L 52 as 
wert as antitank missiles and electron1c equipment.~3 

For the second phase of this long~term Arab rearmament 
program, Cairo is also negotiating with the UK and France 
for the establishment of complete factories in Egypt for 
th~ li~ensed produc!ion of both the· Hawk ~nd the· Lynx. 
Wh1le 1t would requ1re some years to atta1n a substantial 
output, these facilities would evgitually serve as the 
nucleus of Egypt's arms industry. Financing for these 
arrangements would be provided at a planned level of $1 
billion annually from 1975-78 by the newly established Arab 
industrial organization.55 

Egyptian officials concede that Cairo's increasing 
shift in procurement policies entails a high degree of risk 
for Egyptian war readiness. This is especially marked be
cause of the reported i~crease in Israeli combat capability 
since the October war.SG While Egyptian government offi
cials are optimistic over the country's ability to diversify 
its arms procurement and still field a credible military 
force, some Egyptian military officers take a gloomier view.57 

SlMilitary Aviation News, May 1975, p. 6; The· Economist, 
June 21, 1975, p. 69. 

June 

52Military Aviation News, June a975, pp. 6-7. , 
5 3 Ch . . S • M • J - 16 9 r1st1an c1ence on1tor, une , 1 75. 

54washington Post, May 12, 1975; Washington Sta~ News, 
27, 1975. 

55The Economist, June 21, 1975, p. 67. 

56strategic Survey 1974 (London: IISS, April 1975), p. 15. 
57New York Times, July 22, 1975. 
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Indications are that military dissatisfaction over Sadat's 
arms diversification policies may be on the increase, as 
reflected in an abortive plot to overthrow him in June 1975. 
According to a Beirut newspaper, the Egyptian chief of intel
ligence and s?me 40 senior o~f~cers ~ere reported 5go have been 
summarily ret1red under susp1c1ous c1rcumstances. Other 
recent reports refer to disgruntlement on the part of many. 
officers who feel that Sadat's antagonizing of Moscow prov1des 
the Soviets with a pretext for refusal to provide additional 
equipment to Egypt. Some military elements also are upset 
by Sadat's espousal of peace negotiations which they fe:l 
squander the fruits of the October war and make the opt1on 
of renewed hostilities less credible.59 

The Soviet Union may in fact be attempting to nurture 
such sentiment on the part of the Egyptian armed forces 
with a view toward undermining the Sadat government. The 
Egyptian Communist Party -- inactive.since 1964 ?n Moscow's 
orders -- is reported to be clandest1nely prepar1ng for ~ 
"return to action" in anticipation of the "sudden exp~os1ons" 
to which Sadat's policies are expected to lead.60 So~1et 
Arabic broadcasts to the Middle East of late are tak1ng a 
similar line. A recently issued Egyptian Communist Party 
document refers to the "patriotic trend" in the arme~ forces 
and alludes to Communist support in that quarter, wh1le 
claiming that the party is "the only organized po~i!ical 
force" in Egypt, outside the government's own pol1t1cal 
machine. While not directly calling for the overthrow of 
Sadat Moscow may be orchestrating its propaganda, as well 
as th~ activities of Egyptian Communist Party elements, 
toward setting in motion ~vents that may lead to the replace
ment of the Sadat regime6l -- currently perhaps Moscow's 
fondest hope in the Middle East. 

58washington Post, July 30, 1975. 

59 Ibid. 

60Ibid., August 28, 1975. 

61 Ibid. 
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Another recent element of strain in Soviet-Egyptian 
relations has been Cairo's hampering of the Soviet use of 
naval facilities in Egypt. As of the early summer of 1975, 
the Soviet Mediterranean fleet rep·ortedly has been denied 
the use of two of its prime beithing facilitie~ -- the port 
of Mersa Matruh, near the Libyan border, and an anchorage 
in Egyptian waters in the Gulf of Sollum. While Soviet na
val craft have always been required to req·uest permission 
to enter Egyptian ports and anchorages, these requests 
heretofore have been treated as formalities· and routinely 
granted. Since last June, however, Soviet requests to enter 
the above two areas reportedly have not bg~n answered, in 
effect amounting to a denial of entrance. 

Soviet ships have still been using the important 
maintenance and repair facilities in the main port of 
Alexandria, but they have been encounteiing increasing 
harassment on the part of Egyptian port officials. Long 
delays in gaining permission to enter the port have been 
reported, as well as requirements to fill out additional 
forms and other types of red tape. Foreign diplomatic 
sources have ascribed this Egyptian harassment of Soviet 
naval facilities as pressure on Moscow vis-a-vis Egypt's 
military debt question and the continuation of Soviet arms 
shipments.63 

An interview published in a Kuwaiti newspaper 
of September 9, 1975, provided the occasion for another.of 
Sadat's bitter denunciations of the Soviet Union. Stat1ng 
that "no person with dignity can accept the ~e!hod ?f . 
Russian dealing", Sadat accused Moscow of fa1l1ng h1m 1n 
his "year of decision", prior to the October war. "Since I 
assumed power in Egypt," Sadat conti.nued, "the Russians have 
not been satisfied with me. They W$nt another president." 
Speaking of arms supplies, Sad at compla~ned th~ t ~g4 was "ten· 
steps behind Israel and three steps beh1nd Syr1a. 

62New York Times, July 28, 1975; Washington Post, 
July 20, 1975. 

63washington Post, July 20, 1975. 

64Ibid., September 10, 1975. 

... ... 
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The deteriorating state of Soviet-Egyptian relations 
was further reflected in the reported withdrawal of four 
Soviet-manned Foxbat reconnaissance aircraft from Egypt in 
September. These high performance aircraft, among the most 
advanced in the Soviet inventory, had been operating in 
Egypt since the October war. With the loss of their Egyp
tian base of operations for these ~ircraft, it was reported 
that the Soviets were negotiating with Syria for use of a 
similar base in that country.65 

Meanwhile, with prospects for new Soviet arms acquisi
tions currently remote, Sadat began to entertain serious 
hopes for securing some assistance from the US, particularly 
after initialing the Sinai II disengagement pact with Israel 
on September 1, 1975. While realistically aware that Washing
ton could approve nowhere near the scale of major arms 
commitments in effect for Israel, Sadat hoped for at least 
a symbolic amount of defensive equipment, such as a squadron 
of F-5 fighter aircraft at a minimum. Sadat further hoped 
tha~is purchase of French Mirages in 1974 and early 1975 
would demonstrate that the Soviets no longer controlled 
Egypt's military posture.fi6 

Statements by US officials following Sinai II con
comitantly gave some indication that the US might favorably 
consider Egyptian requests for military equipment during 
Sadat's planned visit to the US in October 1975. In an 
interview with the Los Angeles Times on September 24, 1975, 
President Ford stated that "we will discuss with the Egyp
tians certain arms assistance for them" adding that "there 
is to some extent an implied commitment.'' Due to the 
strains between Egypt and the Soviet Union, Mr. Ford averred 
that Sadat "has taken a very strong position" that "his own 
national security" would be jeopardized if Western sources 
of military equipment were not found.67 Several days later, 

65Baltimore Sun, November 23, 1975. 

66washington Post, October 19, 1975· 

67rbid., September 25, 1975. 
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the White House press secretary reiterated that the US 
would consider Egyptian requests for military equipment 
"to increase Egypt ' s confidence in its course" of diver
sifying its sources of arms supply.68 

While the US appeared to be seriously considering 
ending its two-decade-long arms embargo against Egypt, 
indications were that Washington was not prepared to make 
any specific commitments to Sadat in the near term. Several 
days prior to the scheduled arrival of Sadat in the US, 
Secretary of State Kissinger stated: "I don't think we will 
be prepared at this moment to make any specific commitments 
of military aid, but we will be pre~ared to discuss the 
problem with him in general terms."~9 

Not surprisingly, the question of US military sales to 
Egypt during Sadat's visit to the US, October 26-November 5, 
1975, apparently was restricted to general discussions of 
Egyptian military needs, with no commitments made on an arms 
supply relationship. Sadat reportedly was told that the US 
could not now discuss specific arms acquisitions, but that 
"the subject could be reopened l ater."70 

Sadat, however, did win an administration promise of 
approximately $1 billion in aid -- $750 million in economic 
assistance and an additional $250 million in food aid. 
Egyptian government officials acknowledged that this was 
a fourfo l d increase in the amount of US assistance t o Egypt 
over the previous year, while there had been no US assistance 
at all for the eight years prior to that. Thus despite the 
lack of a specific American arms supply commitment, Sadat 
reportedly viewed his US visit as on~ of his most important 
acts in formalizing the end of his p~ior exclusive dependence 
on Moscow.71 ' 

Following his visit to the US, Sadat stopped in London 
for three days of arms supply talks with British officials. 
At a press conference there on November 8, 1975, Sadat claimed 
to be "completely satisfied" with the discussions in "diversi-

68New York Times, September 27, 1975. 

69wall Street Journal, October 24, 1975. 

70washington Star, November 9, 1975. 

71 New York Times, November o, ... 19J 5'- •• 
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fying the sources of Egyptian weapons supply." British 
officials reportedly indicated that Her Majesty's Govern
ment had all but lifted its existing embargo on supersonic 
Jaguar fighter bombers for Cairo. These modern aircraft 
w~re reported to be at the top of Sadat's arms shopping 
l1st. The sale of 200 Jaguars, valued at about $1.2 
billion, was reported in the British press.72 

Asked why his arms purchasing mission apparently had 
been more successful in the UK than in the US, Sadat replied 
that he had begun his arms diversification program with 
the UK and France last year and could now negotiate "speci
fics" with both countries. While in the US, he stated that 
he could only sketch his military needs in ''broad outlines.~73 

Inasmuch as the Jaguar is jointly produced by the UK 
and France, it remained unclear what production sharing 
arrangements would have to be completed for the deal. The 
purchase is reported to involve an initial order of 30 to 
60 aircraft, with the Egyptians interested in eventually 
producing the aircraft under license.74 

Sadat also is reported to have concluded an agreement 
for the purchase of British Swingfire antitank missiles in 
a $40 million deal. In addition, the Egyptians reportedly 
expressed an interest in purchasing the British Chieftain 
main battle tank, but London has been unwilling to 1ntro
duce this tank into the area because of the possibility of 
disrupting the Arab-Israeli military balance. As an 
alternative, the British reportedly proposed a feasibility 
study to re-engine the Soviet tanks now in the Egyptian 
inventory, and the Egyptians are said to be considering this 
possibility.75 

72cited in the Washington Post, November 9, 1975. 

73Ibid. 

74Aviation Week and Space Technology, November 17, 1975, 
p. 2 2. 

7 5 Ibid. 
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In the meantime, the Egyptian armed forces are becoming 
increasingly desperate for alternative sources of equipment 
and supplies. Because of the shortage of spare parts, the 
army and air force are reported to have begun resorting to 
cannibalization of existing equipment to maintain operational 
readiness. Concern accordingly has been evinced in the armed 
forces over Sadat's failure to obtain US equipment. Some 
military elements reportedly feel that, under present 
conditions, Egypt does not pose a credible threat to Israel 
and thus lacks sufficient military leverage to induce further 
Israeli withdrawals from the occupied territories. 76 

Egypt, in the view of British military analysts, regards 
US military equipment over the next five years as critical to 
its security interests. In the estimation of the Egyptian 
military high command, a view shared to some extent by 
Israeli analysts, Egypt has sufficient equipment strength 
available to defend in the Sinai or, if necessary, to fight 
Israel in combination with other Arab states. The current 
preoccupation of Cairo is with the military balance two 
or three years from now. This is where the need for modern 
US or other Western equipment, especially fighter aircraft 
and air defense radar, is viewed as acute.77 

The Soviet Union, in the opinion of some Western mili
tary analysts, is not overly concerned by Sadat's efforts 
to "turn around" the Egyptian military forces. Sadat, 
according to a Soviet source, "is only one man,'·'· Further
more, the source regards the arms aid program envisaged 
by Sadat as well beyond Cairo's financial resources, even 
if generous US aid is forthcoming.78 

Egypt's prospects for obtaining large-scale Western 
military assistance to compensate for the reduced level 
of Soviet support appear to bear ~pon the internal 

76New York Times, November 10, 1975. 

77Ibid., October 22, 1975. 

7Bibid. 
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political situation in the country. The armed forces, in 
this respec~ are regarded as Sadat's primary source of 
political support.79 The ability of Sadat to secure a 
continuing supply of modern weaponry -- from whatever source 
-- to the satisfaction of his military establishment will 
remain the crucial question in the survival of the Sadat 
government. 

79Ibid., November 10, 1975. 

.. 

CHAPTER III 

SYRIA* 

Syria, with $2.1 billion in Soviet military aid received 
through 197 4, ranks ~s the sec on~ larges·t r~cipient o~ Soviet 
arms among the nonal1gned countr~es.BO Sov1et arms a1d 
cooperation with Syria dates from 1956, when in January of 
that year the Syrian gover·nment concluded its first arms 
accord with Moscow, because o£ the "impossible conditions" 
for purchasing arms attached bi th~ West. After the 1956 
accord, follow-up. a~reements, ~eclmical assist~nce, and 81 good will naval v1s1ts ensued 1n the usual Sov1et pattern. 

Though encountering proble~s and periodic setbacks, a 
Soviet working relationship was maintained with Syria over 
the next decade. By the eve of the June 1967 war, Syrian 
military and economic dependence on Moscow was pronounced.82 

Though not suffering as heavily in the June war as 
Egypt, Syrian equipment losses were substantial. In air
craft, for example, Syria lost 32 MIG-21's, 23 MIG-15/17's, 
2 IL-28 bombers, and 3 helicopters, for a total of 60 air
craft, or practically two-thirds of her entire air force.83 

Within a year, however, Soviet resupply had more than 
replaced Syria's losses. Replacement deliveries, reportedly 
valued at about $300 million, included 120 aircraft -- many 
late model MIG-21 and SU-7 fighters among them to replace 
earlier vintage MIG-IS's and 17's lost in the conflict --
and some 400 tanks. As many as 1,000 additional Soviet 
advisory personnel also arrived in the country. At the 
same time, Soviet long-range bombers initiated visits to 
Syria, and the construction of naval support facilities began 
under Soviet supervision in the ports of Latakia and Tartus. 

sou.s. Department of State, OE· cit. 

81Lenczowski, OE· cit., p. 105. 

82 Lenczowski, OE· cit., p. 123. 

83Lenczowski, OE· cit., p. 152. 

*This chapter and that on Iraq following are a revised 
version of an article that appeared in the Winter 1976 issue 
of Strategic Review. 

.. 
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The latter would prove valuable for Syrian naval craft as 
well as ships of the Soviet Mediterranean squadron, as 
regular Soviet naval visits in 1968 began to demonstrate.84 

While Syria remained crucial to Soviet calculations in 
the area, policy differences between the two countries grew 
more acute after the June war. The apparent central differ
ence was over policy toward Israel. In contrast to Moscow's 
espousal of a political approach to a settlement, the 
Syrians continued to press for reprisals and the total defeat 
of Israel, as underscored by their heavy support of the 
Palestinian guerrillas. These differences placed a consider
able strain on Soviet-Syrian relations.85 

At the end of 1968, reports in the Lebanese press 
mentioned Syrian attempts to approach the West for military 
equipment, ostensibly because of Soviet threats to with
hold arms if Damascus continued to oppose an Arab-Israeli 
political settlement. Although a Syrian military delegation 
returned empty-handed from Paris, Damascus shortly after
wards concluded a new agreement with Moscow, in an apparent 
successful use of counterpressure on the Soviets.86 

The Syrians apparently tried to repeat this tactic the 
following year, when, in May 1969, a Syrian military mission 
visited Peking. The aim reportedly was to pressure th~ 
Soviets to provide additional advanced weapons by seek1ng 
assistance from the Chinese.87 The latter turned down a 
reported Syrian request for SAM's, but did agree to provide 
infantry weapons for the Palestinian guerrillas based in 
Syria.88 

84A.Y. Yodfat, "The USSR, Jordan, and Syria," Mizan, 
March-April 1969, p. 84. 

85charles McLane, Soviet-Middle East Relations (London: 
Central Asian Research Center, 1973), p. 91. 

86Yodfat, "The USSR, Jordan, and Syria," op. cit., p. 88. 

87New York Times, May 18, 1969. 

88Honorable R. Lawrence Coughlin, op. cit., p. E7537. 
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By the middle of 1970, three ·years after the June war, 
Syria was nearly totally dependent on the Soviet Union for 
the sustenance of its military .machine. The air force, 
which had tripled in size ·since the war, boasted 17 5 late 
model MIG-21 fighters and SU-7 fighter bombers (as opposed 
to 55 before th~ war) and 85 MIG~17 fighters.89 Deliveries 
to the ground forces during the three-year period included 
250-300 tanks, over 100 armored personnel carriers, 400 
field guns and mobile rocket launchers, and an estimated 40 
SA-2 SAM missiles.90 Transfers to the navy included two 
Soviet-supplied minesweepers, six Kotnar-class missile 
patrol boats, and at least a dozen motor torpedo boats.91 

Striving to correct the operational deficiencies in 
the Syrian armed forces were an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 
Soviet military instructors and advisers, perhaps one-fifth 
the number in Egypt at the time. As in Egypt, the Soviet 
personnel were engaged in training, planning, and logistics 
activities down to divisional, and in some cases lower, 
levels. Although some improvement was said to have been 
mad.e in Syrian operational efficiency since the June war, 
Soviet officers in Syria did not consider the Syrian forces 
ready for renewed hostilities with Israel.92 Operational 
and maintenance standards remained lamentably poor, a partial 
legacy of the eight coups d'etat undergone by the country in 
the previous 17 years. Mora~5 in the armed forces accord
ingly remained at a low ebb. 

Another military aid agreement signed with 
February 1971 continued the flow of materiel in 
Deliveries over the next six months included 35 
fighter aircraft and 22 MI-8 helicopters -- the 
known deliv~{Y of the latter craft, designed to 
bat troops. 

Moscow in 
that year. 
additional 
first 
carry com-

89Aviation Week and Space Technology, June 1, 1970, p. 16. 

90Lenzowski, op. cit., p. 152. 

91Joshua, op. cit., p. 20. 

92christian Science Monitor, July 9, 1970. 

93Jackson, op. cit., p. 168. 

94New York Times, July 12, 1971 . 
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While the April 1972 Soviet friendship treaty with 
Iraq received considerable attention in the Western press, 
a similar treaty with Syria was conspicuous by its absence. 
Surprisingly enough, Syrian wariness over a closer involve
ment with Moscow reportedly caused Damascus to reject a 
Soviet offer of such a treaty.95 Another Soviet-Syrian 
arms accord, however, was signed in May, the accord promis
ing the Syrians their first SA-3 SAM's, as well as additional 
missile-equipped patrol boats.96 

Following the sudden ouster of virtually all Soviet 
personnel from Egypt in July 1972, Western observers awaited 
some reactive move by the Soviets in the area. It came two 
months later in the form of a prominent airlift of Soviet . 
military equipment to Syria. During late September and early 
October, some 20 AN-12 transport aircraft, as well as several 
merchant ships, arrived in Syria with new equipment, report
edly including 12 to 15 MIG-21 fighters, new T-62 medium 
tanks, and SA-3 missiles.97 Also arriving in the airlift 
were a reported 150 new Soviet advisers, probably SA-3 
instructors and technic~~ns, adding to the several thousand 
already in the country. Moscow evidently took this con-
spicious and dramatic step to demonstrate that it still 
maintained a secure foothold in the Middle East. 

Also in September, Western sources reported that Moscow 
negotiated some type of arrangement with Damascus, whereby 
the Soviets would expand naval facilities at the Syrian 
ports of Latakia and Tartus for their use. Up to that time 
Soviet naval craft could only make port calls at those 
locations. The exact nature of the arrangement was not made 
clear, but the Soviets presumably planned to establish an 
alternate base of operations in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
until the status of their Egyptian bases became clarified.99 

95strategic Survey 1972 (London: !ISS, April 1973), p. 27. 

96R. M. Burrell, "Opportunities for the Kremlin's Drive 
East," New Middle East, July 1972, p. 13. 
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The chief of Israeli military intelligence, General 
A. Yariv, publicly stated at the time that the Soviets were 
"playing up" developments in Syria to bolster their diplo
matic position in the area following their setback in Egypt. 
lr.hile stating that his country was watching the situation 
carefully, Yariv commented that there were no signs of a 
substantial increase in the Soviet presence in Syria -- a 
factor of more concern to Israel than new equipment deli
veries. He added that the recent shipments apparently 
were intended to bolster Syria's "relatively weak side," 
her air defense, given reports of the newly-arrived SA-3 
equipment.lOO 

The diplomatic reaction from the September-October air 
and sea lift had just abated, when another, even larger, 
airlift began in November and continued into December. The 
latter, about twice as large as the previous airlift, invol
ved about 40 aircraft, including the very large AN-22 
transport, capable of carrying a 220,000 pound payload. 
All that has been reported on the contents of the later air
lift was the inclusion of an unspecified number of MI G-21 
fighters, presumably to replace the dozen or more shot down 
in dogfights with the Israelis over the previous half year.lOl 

Deliveries continued on a heavy scale during 1973. 
During the first six months, Soviet shipments amounted to 
a reported $185 million, compared with about $150 mil lion 
for all of 1972.102 

In September 1973, Syrian and Israeli aircraft tangled 
in the biggest air battle in the Middle East since the 
1967 war. Israel claimed it shot down 13 Syrian MIG-21's 
for the loss of one of its Mirages~ The day following the 

I 
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battle, Sov~et Ambassador Mukhitdinov was reportedly summon
ed by President Assad, who demanded advanced MIG-23 fighters 
from Moscow, as well as Sov~et participation in Syr~an 
SAM launch operations in future clashes with the Israelis. 
When the Soviets apparently demurred unless Damascus signed 
a friendship treaty with Moscow, Assad restiicted the 
movement of Soviet advisers in t .he country. U3 "Those 
damned Syrians," compla~ned Ambassador Mukhitdinov, "will 
take anything except advice."104 

The October war showed the extent of the vast Soviet
supplied arsenal in Syria. The Syrians deployed a reported 
total of 32 SA-6 batteries (Egypt deployed 46), each battery 
having four launchers with three ~issiles apiece. In the 
first three days of hostilities, the number of SAM missiles 
fired on the combined Syrian and Egyptian fronts reportedly 
totalled over 1,000, reflecting a deployment density 
surpassing that of any known SAM system in the world, the 
Soviet Union included.lOS Syrian losses reportedly totalled 
222 aircraft of all types (about two-thirds of total air 
force strength), some 1,100 tanks (50 percent of total tank 
holdings), and 17-20 SAM batteries (over half of Syria's 
inventory).l06 

While Soviet arms deliveries to Egypt virtually ceased 
after the war, Soviet shipments to Syria continued at a 
high rate. By August 1974, Israeli Defense Minister Shimon 
Peres claimed that not only were Syrian losses replaced, 
but that Syria was stronger than before the war. Mr. Peres 
stated that Syrian air force strength totalled about 400 
aircraft -- about 25 percent more than prior to October 
1973 -- and that its SAM system was about 20 percent larg
er. In addition, all tank losses had been made up, mostly 
with modern T-62's. Peres added that about 3,000 Soviet 
advisers were in Syria, some operating the missile defense 
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and other electronic equipment.107 A Pentagon spokes
effect subsequently confirmed the Israeli information, 
he would not quarrel with ·the levels mentioned by 

He added, however, that US analysts estimated the 
of Soviet advisers present at about 2,000.108 

Besides replacing Syrian war losses, the Soviets pro
vided additional modern equipment to Damascus . . In the spring 
of 1974, the first advanced swing-wing MIG-23 fighters were 
identified in Syrial09 the first country outside the Soviet 
Union to receive this late-model aircraft.llO A total of 
45 were reported in the country.lll Other newlv-arrived 
sophisticated equipment included 30 Scud surface-to-surface 
missiles with a range of 180 miles, over 100 F!of shorter
range tactical rocketsll2 vehicle-mounted mult1p e SA-7 
SAM launchers, and new 180 mm howitzers.ll3 The Scuds, with 
their capability of striking Israeli cities with high 
explosive warheads, posed the gravest concern to Tel Aviv 
and raised the threat of an Israeli preemptive strike in the 
event of an imminent renewal of hostilities.ll4 

Prior to the post-October resupply of the Syrians, 
Israeli military planning was based on the premise that Egypt 
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was the fulcrum of war or peace in the area. It was further 
regarded that no war was feasible without Egyptian partici
pation, and that while Cairo was involved in negotiations, 
the likelihood of hostilities was not imminent.IlS 

The spate of Soviet shipments to Syria in 1974 changed 
the outlook of the Israelis. The latter by mid-year 
regarded the Syrians as capable of launching a full-scale 
o~slaught on their own, with the expectation that the Iraqis 
and other Arab countries would join in.ll6 Indeed, US 
officials at that time also felt that ''the Syrians were well 
ahead of where they were before the war,'' as a result of 
the heavy volume of Soviet deliveries, while the Egyptians 
were approximately at their pre-war strength. Concomitantly, 
Washington regarded Israel as stronger militarily vis-a-vis 
both Egypt and Syria than before the war.ll7 

The critical Syrian weakness remained trained and 
experienced manpower. Half of Syria's tanks were reportedly 
manned by inexperienced crews, while many aircraft remained 
grounded due to the shortage of fully qualified pilots, 
only about 60 of whom were reported to have survived the 
war.ll8 Until Syrian pilots could be trained, some of the 
newly arrived MIG-23's were reportedly being flown by Cuban 
and North Korean pilots.ll9 

Despite shortcomings in training and experience in 
its armed forces, Syria -- one of the most volatile and 
impatient of the Arab states -- poses a serious threat 
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to the current fragile peace in the Middle East. It remains 
to be seen whether Syria, now heavily subsidized by Saudi 
Arabian funds, will continue its tentative probings toward 
the West for military equipment and industrial developmentl20 
or will remain closely tied to Moscow. ' 

120washington Post, June 23, 1975. 



CHAPTER IV 

IRAQ 

Iraq ranks after Egypt and Syria as the third major 
Arab recipient of Soviet arms aid, having received $1.6 
billion in such assistance through 1974.121 · The close 
Soviet-Iraqi arms supply relati6nship began following the 
coup of General Abdul Karem Kassem against the .N.uri al-Said 
gover·nment in July 1958. As the s:ole Arab member of the 
anti-Soviet Baghdad Pact, Iraq had alienated Arab nation
alist elements and had been eclipsed in prestige by Egypt, 
Iraq's traditional rival. Kassem, seeking to counteract 
these factors, changed Iraq's foreign policy stance to one 
of nonalignment and severed military ties with the West. 
In order to further strengthen his domestic position and 
enhance Iraq's regional stature, Kassem concomitantly ap
proached the Soviet Union for military assistance.l2Z 

The Soviets responded quickly to the Iraqi requests. 
Delivery of a squadron of MIG-15 fighters in late 1958 was 
followed by the arrival of a large military training mission. 
Other deliveries of aircraft, includWgMIG-17 and MIG-21 
fighters, transports, helicopters, and trainers, took place 
in the early 1960's as the Iraqi air force was reorgan-
ized and modernized.123 

Despite this assistance, strains arose in Baghdad's 
relations with Moscow. The Iraqi Communist Party, follow
ing its abortive revolution in February 1963, received 
rough treatment by the Right Baathists, an extremist fac
tion which overthrew the Kassem regime during the same 
month. Even more troublesome in Soviet-Iraqi relations 
was the regime's war against the rebellious Kurdish . 
tribesmen in northeast Iraq, which had been underway s1nce 
1961. Moscow, which had maintained a protective attitude 

12Iu.s. Department of State, op. cit. 

122Joshua, op. cit., p. 17. 

123Jackson, op. cit., p. 171. 
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toward the Kurds for some time, ~as seriously disturbed by 
Baghdad's handling of the rebellion.l24 It went so far as 
to publish a warning in Pravda in June 1963 that the Soviet 
Union would not remain indifferent if Soviet arms were used 
against the Kurdish dissidents. Arms shipments concomi
tantly were curtailed. These ~aves provided the first 
known instance of Moscow's use of leverage against an aid 
recipient and served to restrain the ·rraqis in the i r anti
Kurdish operations.125 

After the Right Baathist regime was overthrown by a 
military junta in November 1963, the new Iraqi government 
removed most strictures against the local Communists and 
arranged a truce with the Kurds. The Soviet attitude 
toward Baghdad changed markedly, as reflected in the re
sumption of arms shipments in early 1964.126 

While Soviet-Iraqi relations improved over t he next 
several years, the Kurdish problem continued to fester 
between the two countries. In 1965, Baghdad again launched 
a large-scale offensive against the dissidents. This time, 
however, Moscow appeared unwilling to strain relations with 
Baghdad and refrained from pressuring Iraq. Withi n the 
broader context of overall policy objectives in the Arab 
world, Moscow apparently was not prepared to manipulate its 
arms aid tie at this time.127 Soviet cooperation continued 
with the installation of an SA-2 surface-to-air missile 
system and the delivery of three additional squadrons of 
all-weather MIG-21 interceptors and Iraq's first TU-16 
medium jet bombers.l28 

124McLane, op. cit., pp. 55~~6. 
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Iraqi losses in the June 1967 war, though sizable, were 
on a much smaller scale than those of Egypt and Syria. 
Aircraft losses included 9 MIG-21's, 5 Hawke·r Hunters, 1 
TU-16 medium bomber, and 2 transports. As a result of Soviet 
replacement deliveries, Iraqi air force strength a year after 
the war substantially exceeded the pre-war level. By mid-
1971, the Soviets had,over a four year period, provided Iraq 
with 110 MIG-21 and SU-7 fighters, over 20 helicopters and 
trainers, 100-150 tanks, some 300 armored personnel carriers, 
and about 500 field guns and artillery rockets.l29 

The Soviet aid relationship with Iraq flourished, nur
tured at least partly by Baghdad's unusually good repayment 
record. With hard currency earnings from oil exports, Iraq 
was better able than any other Soviet client to meet its 
repayment obligations to Moscow.l30 

The military-diplomatic relationship between Moscow and 
Baghdad was formalized in April 1972 in the signing of a 
fifteen-year Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation during 
Premier Kosygin's first visit to Iraq.l31 Apparently result
ing from Iraqi initiative, the treaty constituted a major 
step in Soviet efforts to consolidate and formalize a 
political position in the Arab world independent of the 
Soviet presence in Egypt. 

Similar to the 1971 treaty with Egypt, the accord called 
for cooperation in the military, political, and economic 
spheres and regular consultations on international issues 
affecting the interests of both parties. Also, like the 
Egyptian treaty, it did not provide for mutual assistance 
in the event of hostilities, but stipulated only that the 
two sides would continue to assist each other in strengthen
ing their defense capabilities and to "coordinate their 
positions" should a threat to peace arise.l32 
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Despite the relatively cautious nature of t he Soviet 
commitment, Soviet- Iraqi· relations continued to be close. 
Soviet arms shipments continued, highlighted later in the 
year by the installation of the first SA-3 SAM sites in 
the country.l33 

A rather curious--and still unexplained--development 
occurred in the late summer of 1973 with the delivery of 
about a dozen supersonic TU-22 Blind~r medium-range bombers 
to Iraq. Although the Blinder had been in Soviet service 
for some 12 years, this was the first and only deployment 
of this type of aircraft outside the Soviet Union or Eastern 
Europe. Capable of speeds of approximately 900 mph , with 
a range of 1,400 miles, the Blinde~s were described by the 
Pentagon as "far more formidable than any aircraft su-gplied 
by Moscow to Egypt or any other Arab nation so far."l32l 
Oddly enough, though delivery occurred just prior to the 
October war, no mention was made of the aircraft being used 
in the war. 

While the bomber could represent a threat to Israel or 
Iran, Iraq's prime adversaries, the general assessment of 
Western military specialists was that introduction ?f the 
aircraft did not alter the military balance.l35 Sov1et 
motives in supplying the aircraft were unclear, but US 
officials viewed the move as an attempt by Moscow to reas
sure its Arab clients that they could continue to r ely on 
the Soviet Union for advanced military equipment. l 36 
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Little definitive information is available on the ex
ten! of Iraqi involvement in the October war, but Baghdad's 
equipment losses were believed to be small. Following the 
conflict,.the Soviets continued to supply new types of late 
model equipment to Iraq. Scud surface-to-surface missiles-
w~ th co~vent ional warheads- -wer·e reported in Iraq for the 
f7rst t1me in late 1974. Additional Soviet military ad
v:sory personnel.also were reported in the country, giving 
r1se to speculat1on that the missiles would remain under 
Soviet control initially. Scud missiles--minus nuclear 
warheads--had previously been provided to Egypt and Syria.l37 

In October 1974, it was reported that the MIG-23, one 
of the mo~t modern fighters in the Soviet inventory, also 
had been Introduced into Iraq for the first time. About 12 
were reported to have arrived in Iraq, although no fully 
qualified Iraqi pilots were yet available to fly them.l38 

Western observers speculated that the arrival of the 
MIG-23's was in response to the continuing military buildup 
by neighboring Iran, especially the orders for 80 advanced 
US F-14 fighters placed by Teheran in the first half of 
1974. Another possible use mentioned for the aircraft was 
employment against the Kurdish dissidents -- the subject of 
renewed hostilities by the Iraqi government following the 
Kurds' rejection in March 1974 of Baghdad's limited autonomy 
plan. Reports had been circulating that the TU-22's deli
vered earlier already had been involved in bombing strikes 
against the Kurds. The latter aircraft reportedly were 
flown by Soviet crews in high-altitude bombing strikes to 
minimize chances of being shot down, a consequence which 
could have proven diplomatically embarrassing for Moscow.l39 
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This reported involvement of Soviet pilots, as well as 
ground force advisers, 14.0 in combat missions was the first 
sue~ reported role ~or Soviet ~ersonnel ~in~e the cl~sh of 
Soviet-manned Egyptian MIG's w1th Israeli a1rcraft in 1970.141 
Reports had appeared in Western newspapers of Soviet parti
cipation in bombing missions against anti-government dis
sidents in the Sudan in 1971, but the~e were not confirmed.l42 

US specialists believe that the use of advanced Soviet 
aircraft against the Kurds probably had more political than 
military significance. The utilization of high performance 
aircraft and Soviet pilots would not have an appreciable 
military impact in an elusive guerrilla war, such as the 
anti-Kurdish campaign in the rugged mountains of northeastern 
Iraq, where few profitable targets existed for aerial at
tack.l43 The active Soviet role at any rate presumably did 
serve the useful purposes of providing operational experience 
for Soviet military personnel and signifying Soviet support 
at a crucial time for Baghdad.l44 

By early 1975, however, problems again arose in Soviet
Iraqi relations. Friction began with the Soviet purchase of 
a sizable amount of Iraqi oil which Moscow resold at a pro
fit to third countries. Baghdad was further perturbed by 
Moscow's non-reaction over Iran's occupation of two small, 
but strategic islets in the Persian Gulf, Iraq's outlet to 
the sea. Overshadowing these two developments, however, 
was the perennial sore spot caused by the Kurdish war. 
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. The festering problem of Kurdish separatism had prac
ti~ally transfixed.Iraqi fo:eign policy for some time. 
While Bag~dad remained committed to preventing any signifi
cant Kurdish autonomy, Moscow had long viewed the Kurdish 
minority in Iraq as a potential base from which similar 
separatist tendencies could perhaps be fostered in the 
large: Kur~ish population of n~ighboring Iran. Exacerbating 
the ;Ituation, from Moscow's v1ewpoint, was the Iraqi 
army s reported tendency in the renewed hostilities to 
concentrate on local Kurdish leaders with Communist procliv
ities.l45 

As the harsh winter weather stalled Iraq's anti-Kurdish 
offensive at the beginning of 1975, Baghdad made repeated 
urgent entreaties to the Soviet Union for additional artil
lery, infantry weapons, and ammunition. These entreaties 
e~icit~d little re~ponse from Moscow, severely straining 
ties With the Iraqi government.l46 The uncooperative Soviet 
attitude apparently contributed to Iraqi efforts to acquire 
military equipment in the West. 

Baghdad had made some large-scale purchases from France 
already the previous year. Included in the 1974 deals were 
31 Alouette III helicopters, armed with SS-11 antitank mis
siles,I47 1,000 automatic 60 mm mortars, 60,000 rounds of 
artillery ammunition, and laser range finders for armored 
cars, for a total reported value of about $70 million 
amounting to a significant arms purchase arrangement.i48 

Iraq's discernible edging away from its traditional 
xenophobic isolation was thus given added impetus by Moscow's 
foot dragging in providing additional arms supplies in 
~arly 1975. Questioned about Iraq's reported arms shopping 
In the West, after a decade and a half of nearly exclusive 
reliance on Moscow, Iraqi President Saddam Tikriti in 
April 1975 stated: "If national conditions dictate that 
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we should diversiff
4
in this field we shall do so ... We 

have a free will. " 9 

Iraq indeed appears to have emerged from its former 
paranoiac isolation toward a more open role in the Arab 
world. In March 1975, Baghdad -- while still wary of 
Iranian ambitions for hegemony in the Gulf area -- concluded 
a border accord with Tehran. This c:t.ccam.nroation paved the 
way for a successful culmination of the Iraqi offensive 
which finally ended the Kurdish war a few weeks l a ter.l50 
Baghdad's cooperative international mood continued with the 
conclusion in July 1975 of a border agreement with Saudi 
Arabia, endi~g y~ars of enmity with that country, as well 
as an economic aid program with Jordan, another traditional 
rival. Finally, development contracts concluded with 
Japanese and Western European firmsl51 -- instead of the 
Soviet Union -- to enlarge the Iraqi port of Urn Qasr may 
signify a further ~~gree of estrangement between I raq and 
the Soviet Union.l 

. This does not mean that Moscow is prepared to allow 
Its painstakingly developed relationship with Iraq to 
crumble away. While Baghdad has long been important in 
Soviet policy calculations in the Middle East, it is 
currently all the more so because of the tenuous Soviet 
~osition in Egypt. The Soviet Union remains vitally 
Interested in preventing another Iraqi defection from the 
ranks of the "progressive" Arab states as occurred in 
1955. Moscow also maintains an avid interest in Iraqi oil, 
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perhaps the most accessible foreign source available, as 
well as in potential access to Iraqi port facilities in the 
Persian Gulf. Given such motivations~ one can expect a 
sustained commitment on the part of Moscow in arms aid and 
other support for Iraq.l53 

153McLane, op. cit., p. 58. 

CHAPTER V 

LIBYA 

In September 1969, a group pf radical officers over
threw the constitutional monarchY. in Libya. The ruling 
Revolutionarr Command Council quickly established close 
ties with Ca1ro. Its leader, Colonel Qadh~fi, became the 
most ardent proponent of revolutionary Pan-Arab policy 
and called for the early liber·ation of Arab lands occupied 
by rsrael.l54 

The overthrow of the royalist government opened a new 
phase in Soviet' relations with Libya. Moscow moved quickly 
to recognize the Qadhafi regime. The latter, while remain
ing hostile to Arab Communism, was not averse to establishing 
ties with the Soviet Union. In the.process of consolidating 
its hold on the country, the ·new government ingratiated 
itself with Moscow by causing .the US and the UK to evacuate 
their Libyan bases in early 1970.1~5 

Soviet military equipment sought by Qadhafi was not 
long in coming. The first deliveries of 30 medium tanks and 
100 armored personnel carriers and other vehicles arrived in 
July 1970.156 The equipment was subsequently exhibited in 
the September 1 parade commemorating the first anniversary of 
the revolution.l57 . 

While willing to procure Soviet ground forces equipment, 
Qadh~fi did not wish to deal exclusively with Moscow for 
arms.l58 In fact, he earlier had negotiated a surprisingly 
large contract with France for 110 · sophisticated· Mirage 
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fighter aircraft. With only a handful of barely-trained 
pilots ln its tiny ~ir force! Libya eviden!lY had cooper~ted 
closely with Egypt 1n arrang1ng the deal, 1nasmuch as Ca1ro 
had been trying unsuccessully to procure Mirages at least 
since early 1968.159 

For the next several years, the Soviets kept a low 
profile in Libya. When the October 1973 war erupted, Libya 
made a substantial contribution to the Arab cause in the 
form of financial assistance and equipment transfers. Libya 
was reported to have provided some $500 million in support 
for the war effort, including the financing of 70 replace
ment MIG-21's and other equipment for Egypt and Syria. 
Despite vehement denials at the time, Libya subsequently 
acknowledged the participation of some of its Mir~ges in the 
war. These aircraft evidently were flown by other Arab 
pilots, inasmuch as only 25 Libyan pilots were then qualified 
to fly the 100 Mirages in the inventory.160 

Meanwhile, a rift that began during the October con
flict between Qadhafi and Sadat over the latter's handling 
of the war grew increasingly bitter. Qadhafi subsequently 
condemned Sadat's willingness to engage in negotiations 
toward a peace settlement, repeatedly advocating a renewed 
war to destroy Israel. The feud finally degenerated into a 
series of personal accusations and counter-accusations 
between the two Arab leaders.l61 Cairo ended its close mili
tary cooperation by abruptly withdrawing all Egyptian pilots 
from Libya as well as the SAM equipment and two naval craft 
that Egypt'had loaned to that country .. The Egyptian~ a~so 
ceased work on the air defense system 1t had been bu1ld1ng 
around Libyan bases at Tobruk, Benghazi, and Tripoli.162 
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To replace the Egyptian advisers, Libya requested the 
augmentation of a small Pakistani advisory contingent which 
had been training Libyans on transport aircraft and heli
copters for some two years. Th~total number of Pakistani 
advisers grew to about 600, including between 20 and 40 
pilots. · Besides the Pakistanis, a small number of French, 
Italian, and Yugoslav instructors also were reported to be 
present in the ·country.l63 

While the saturation point of the small Libyan armed 
force had been reached by early 1974, according to quali
fied observers, Libyan Prime Minister Jalloud was reported 
to be seeking additional military equipment from Western 
European countries. Unsuccessful in this attempt, among 
other reasons because of Libya's support of dissident move
ments in Northern Ireland, the Philippines, Ethiopia, and 
elsewhere,l64 Libya had little choice but to again approach 
Moscow, despite Qadhafi's continued antipathy toward the 
Soviets. During Prime Minister Jalloud's first visit to 
Moscow in May 1974, an overall trade agreement was concluded 
which included the Soviet supply of SAM missiles and other 
arms in exchange for Libyan oii.l65 It will be noted that 
this accord was concluded shortly after Moscow's suspension 
of arms shipments to Egypt, following steadily deteriorating 
relations with Cairo. The strain in relations with Egypt 
probably made it easier for the Soviet leadership to paper 
over existing differences with Qadhafi and come to a modus 
vivendi with him. 

Another large Soviet arms agreement was reported to 
have been concluded in December 1974. In addition to TU-22 
supersonic bombers (thus far provided only to Iraq), MI-8 
helicopters, SA-3 and SA-6 SAM missiles, tanks, and anti
tank missiles, the deal evidently included advanced MIG-23 
Flo)gers, the first 13 of which were delivered in early May 
1975, shortly before the visit to Llbya of Soviet President 
Alexei Kosygin.l66 
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By that time, the number of Soviet military advisers 
and technicians in Libya had more than doubled to about 480 
over the 200 present a year before. The Soviets were 
reportedly providing training on SAM's, antitank missiles, 
and T-62 tanks for Libyan personnel and serving as advisers 
in Libyan artillery and armored units. Soviet personnel 
reportedly also were operating SAM equipment around key 
installations in the country. Increasing friction between 
Soviet and Libyan personnel was reported to have led to 
pressure on Qadhafi by Libyan officers to expel the Soviets, 
but Qadhafi apparently was unwilling to reduce the Soviet 
presence while delivery contracts remained in effect.l67 

Qadhafi was driven into an even tighter relationship 
with Moscow by the British government's refusal in April 1975 
to sell six submarines and 38 Ja·fuar advanced strike air
craft. London was willing to se 1 other items on Libya's 
$1.4 billion shopping list -- transport aircraft, frigates, 
tank transporters, ammunition, and support equipment -- but 
was unwilling to risk upsetting the military balance in the 
area by including the sensitive submarines and fighter 
aircraft .168 The all ..... or ..... nothing demands of the Qadhafi 
regime resulted in the collapse of negotiations. 

Following the Kosygin visit to Libya in May, the 
semiofficial Egyptian newspaper, AT Ahram, reported the 
conclusion of a huge new Soviet arms deal -- valued at $4 
billion -- with Libya, in return for the use of military 
bases.l69 Egyptian President Sadat, in an interview with 
the Los Angeles Times, put an even higher figure of $12 
billion on the value of the accord.l70 Foreign observers 
speculated, however, that the Egyptian reports may have 
been a spin-off of the increasingly vehement polemics be-
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tween Libya and Egypt, which had reached the stage of a bitter 
personal feud between Qadhafi and Sadat. Observer's express
ed doubt in particular over the alleged agreement to establish 
Soviet bases, citing Qadhafi's public 9~position to any such 
facilities in the Mediterranean area.l 

Moscow denied Egyptian preis rep~rts of an agreement 
for bases in Libya in the form of an article in Pravda, 
which harshly rebuked Al Ahram, "a newspaper for an Arab state 
friendly to the Soviet Onion," for publishing such accounts. 
The Soviet newspaper did not deny reports of a new arms deal 
with Libya, but ridiculed the figure of $12 billion as "quite 
a statement."l72 · 

A "Libyan spokeman" in Cairo in early June reportedly 
placed the value of the arms accord at $800 million, a vast 
deal in itself for a country of two million people, but 
provided no further details.l73 Shortly thereafter, Qadhafi 
publicly scoffed at reports of a multibillion deal with 
Moscow or of Libyan acquiescence in the use of Libyan base 
facilities by the Soviets. "We deal with the Soviet Union 
on a commercial and not an ideological basis," he stated.l74 

Definitive information on the May 1975 arms accord is 
still sparse. Western officials believe the arrangement 
includes an increase to 1,000 tanks from the 600 reportedly 
ordered in 1974.175 In addition, six ·p-·class diesel sub
marines are included, as well as assistance 1n the rebuilding 
of World War II submarine servicing and repair facilities at 
the Libyan ports of Tobruk and Benghazi. About 100 Libyan 
naval personnel are reported to have gone to the Soviet 
Union for submarine training, while the number of Soviet 

17lrbid., May 23, 1975. ..,. 

172cited in the New York Times, May 28, 1975. 

173washington Post, June 13, 1975. 

174rbid., July 16, 1975. 

175New York Times, May 29, 1975 . 

.. 
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milif,EY advisers in the country is expected to reach about 
600 .. Al th.o~gh an effective Libyan submarine capability 
would be at least several years in the offing, the possibil
ity of such a capabi~itr in l~'elf is discoricerting to 
Western defense spec1al1sts. · 

In another portentous development, Libya and th~ Soviet 
Union -- shortly after the visit of Kosygin -- jointly 
announced that Moscow would provide Libya with the latter's 
first nuclear reactor. The 10 megawatt facility would be 
used for "peaceful measures only," as announced by the Libyan 
news agency. US nuclear experts confirmed that a reactor 
of that size could only be used for research purposes, being 
too small for the production of sufficient quantities of 
plutonium for a weapon.l78 

The agreement, nevertheless, served to further exacer
bate Libyan-Egyptian relations. Referring to the new Soviet 
commitments to Libya, Sadat was quoted as saying that the 
supply of "such an arsenal like this raises many questions." 
Following on the heels of the arms accord, Sadat added that 
the nuclear agreement "doesn't surprise me at all."l79 

Indeed, the overall motivations behind the May accords 
remain somewhat puzzling. The arms deal may have been an 
enlargement of the already sizable December 1974 agreement. 
Egyptian officials have disparaged the Libyan capability. to 

176Baltimore Sun, June 30, 1975; Washington Post, July 20, 
1975. 

177Not the least of any resulting problems would be the 
difficulty of determining the origin of a submarine attack, 
should any ensue in a crisis situation in the Mediterranean 
area (see Washington Post, July 20, 1975). 

l78washington Post, June 3, 1975. 

179rbid. 
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absorb, let alone maintain and operate, the ·types of modern, 
sophisti,cated equipment now bei,ng delivered or on order.lBO 
President Sadat himself has voiced concern that Libya might 
use the newly delivered equipment -- some of which Moscow 
has so far denied him -- against Egypt. Sadat went on to 
suggest that training the · Libyan army to operate 'the equip
ment reportedly earmarked for it would necessitate a Soviet 
presence of 20 to 50 years. l 81 

While the full implications of the current Soviet
Libyan relationship are still being debated, it appears 
that the Soviets are trying to solidify their new foothold 
in Libya, thus putting new pressure on Sadat to repair his 
unravelling ties with Moscow. 1 82 Although the Soviets 
probably did not acquire military base ~ights in Libya, 
they reportedly did gain access to limited naval use of 
ports in the country.l83 With the abrupt cancellation of 
Brezhnev's planned January 1975 visit to Cairo stil l vividly 
in the Egy~tian mind, Kosygin's May visit to Tripoli and 
the result1ng new arms agreement probably were intended by 
Moscow to unsettle Sadat, as well as to recoup some of the 
prestige lost at Egypt's hand in the Middle East since early 
1974. 

180Jbid., June 13, 1975. 

181New York Times, May 29, 1975. 

182 h. Was 1ngton Post, June 3, 1975. 
183Mi1itary Aviation News, June 1975, p. 18. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FUTURE OF THE PROGRAM 

Despite ·some setbacks and frustrations, arms aid on 
balance is probably still regarded by the Soviet leaders as 
their most effective instrument of policy toward the Arab 
Middle East. Although the net cost of the program has in
creased substantially over the past several years, from a 
low cost dispensing of obsolescent weapons to provision of 
some of the most advanced items in the Soviet inventory, 
there is little doubt that arms exports have proven a worth
while political investment from Moscow's point of view. 

Because of its significant contribution to the strength
ening and survival of Moscow's Arab clients, the arms aid 
program had had extraordinary impact vis-a-vis the Soviet 
presence in the area. Fostering an image of the Soviet Union 
as a powerful friend and ally of the Arab countries, the 
program has served as the prime instrument for acquiring 
influence in the Arab world, providing Moscow with political 
entree into areas where its role had hitherto been limited 
or nonexistent. 

This is not to say that the program has been a diplo
matic panacea for Moscow. It is not apparent, for example, 
that such aid has enabled the Soviets to exercise leverage 
for political concessions in the Arab countries. Nor has 
the aid facilitated the activities of local Communist parties 
in the area. Moreover, the Soviets have found that their 
military aid largesse has created a variety of risks and 
problems. The ready provision of assistance has nurtured a 
dependence on the part of Moscow's Arab clients, implying a 
continual obligation on the part of the Soviet Union. Thus 
becoming identified to some extent with the policies and 
actions of client states over which it has had little, if 
any, real control, Moscow has found this situation both 
embarrassing and dangerous. 

Reflecting something of Moscow's priorities in the area, 
Soviet arms supplies to Egypt--despite the virtual suspen
sion of shipments in 1974 -- nearly equal those to the other 
Arab Middle East countries combined. Iraq and Syria still 
depend almost exclusively on Soviet equipment, while r~cent 
Soviet deliveries to Libya have made that country a maJor 
recipient. 
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What does the future portend for Soviet arms aid in the 
Middle East, particularly for the currently strained aid 
relationship with Egypt? Despite the recent vicissitudes 
in Soviet-Egyptian relations and Cairo's probings for US 
and Western European arms, it still appears that some type 
of working arrangement will be maintained between Cairo and 
Moscow. Both sides have too much at stake to accept a 
complete split. 

While the Soviet Union has attempted to further cement 
relations with Iraq and Syria and to secure its foothold in 
Libya, it still regards Egypt as crucial to its Middle East 
policy. To permit the current strain in relations to lead 
to a complete rupture between Moscow and Cairo would have 
incalculable consequences on the Soviet position in the 
Middle East and elsewhere in the Third World. At the same 
time, Egypt, for its part, must realize that it has no 
practical short-term alternative than to rely on Moscow, at 
least for spare parts for equipment on hand, to maintain a 
viable military capability. It would simply require too 
much time -- at least five years as a conservative estimate 
-- to reequip and retrain the Egyptian forces with modern 
armaments from another supplier. Consequently, it appears 
that arms aid -- with suitable fine tuning -- will continue 
as a prime instrument of Soviet foreign policy vis-a-vis 
the Arab states. 
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FR JOHN 0 . MARSH, JR. 

1 would appreciate you.r c:ommer.at• on the 
attached, plea••· 

Thank yoa. 

Attachment: Mideast Economic Cooperation 
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MIDEAST Economic Cooperation 

An aggressive program for the involvement of the U.S. 

Government and business interests in the economic development 

of the Mideast has great potential to advance a variety of important 

U.S. economic, political and security interests. For this effort 

to realize its full potential, however, it should be regional rather 

than bilateral in scope; should effectively doveteilij" the efforts of 

U.S. business and finance with those of the Washington bureaucracy; 

and should be centered in a single executive agency, in order to 

provide bureaucratic cohesion and organizational impetus to the 

program, and to ensure that it is rapidly responsive to national 

policy. The Marshall Plan's Economic Cooperation Administration 

provides a good model for such organization. (The principal difference 

is that in this case investment capital would be regionally generated, 

with the U.S. providing planning, managerial expertise, and industrial 

goods.) The analogy to the Marshall Plan would additionally highlight 

the importance which the Administration assigns to the initiative, and 

emphasize its historic significance. 
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~ MIDEAST Economic Cooperation 

An aggressive program for the involvement of the 
U.S. Government and business interests in the economic develop
ment of the Mideast has great potential to advance a variety of 
important u.s. economic, political and security interests. For 
this effort to realize its full potential, however, it should 
be regional rather than bilateral in scope; should effectively 
dovetail the efforts of U.S. business and finance with those of 
the Washington bureaucracy; and should be centered in a single 
executive agency, in order to provide bureaucratic cohesion and 
organizational impetus to the program, and to ens'ufe that it is 
rapidly responsive to national policy. The Marshall Plan's 
Economic Cooperation Administration provides a good model for 
such organization. (The principal difference is that in this 
case investment capital would be regionally generated, with the 
U.S. providing planning, managerial expertise, and industrial 
goods.} The analogy to the Marshall Plan would additionally 
highlight the importance which the Administration assigns to 
the initiative, and emphasize its historic significance. 
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. MEMORANDUM 5298 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

November 6, 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN MARSH 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jeanne W. Dav~ 
Requests .for Comments on 
Middle East Economic Development 

In response to your request .for NSC staff comments on the attached, 
it is difficult .for us to evaluate the "MIDEAST Econ,.~Jitlic Cooperation" 
prC!Jposal without knowing the overall context into which this statement 
might go. However, we have the .following preliminary comments: 

--In our .foreign policy initiatives in the Middle East, 
we are keenly aware of the potential .for an expanded 
US role in Middle East development. 

--For this purpose, the US has entered into-a series 
of Joint Commissions with a range of Middle Eastern 
nations in order to expand and develop opportunities in 
the economic field. State, Treasury and other economic 
bodies within the Government are carefully developing 
the .framework of the Joint Commission network throughout 
the Middle East, in a way which complements the peace
making process. 

--In view of this, any initiative along the lines of the attached 
should be submitted to the Under Secretaries Committee in 
charge of the Joint Commissions so that it can be put in the 
perspective of our .foreign and economic interests in the 
highly complex Middle East negotiating situation. 

--As a particular comment, it is worth noting that mention of 
the "Marshall Plan" evokes memories of a time when the US 
was able to provide massive aid. The thrust of our policy today 
is to build a framework .for cooperation which links US technology 
with .foreign funds. 

--If the attached is a suggestion .from a private citizen, we would 
be willing to clear on an appropriate letter of reply addressing 

... -· ' ... ~.:-" ...... 

the concerns expressed in this statement. · · ~·,:;-, 
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MIDEAST Economic Cooperation 

An aggressive program for the involvement of the U.S. 

Government and business interests in the economic development 

of the Mideast has great potential to advance a variety of important 

U.S. economic, political and security interests. For this effort 

to realize its full potential, however, it should be regional rather 

than bilateral in scope; should effectively dove~ 'the efforts of 

U.S. business and finance with those of the Washington bureaucracy; 

and should be centered in a single executive agency, in order to 

provide bureaucratic cohesion and organizational impetus to the 

program, and to ensure that it is rapidly responsive to national 

policy. The Marshall Plan's Economic Cooperation Administration 

provides a good model for such organization. (The principal difference 

is that in this case investment capital would be regionally generated, 

with the U.S. providing planning, managerial expertise, and industrial 

goods.) The analogy to the Marshall Plan would additionally highlight 

the importance which the Administration assigns to the initiative, and 

emphasize its historic significance. 
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COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20500 

~GDS) 

NOV 151974 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

JOHN 0. MARSH, JR. 

SUBJECT: Mid-East Economic Cooperation 

In your November 5 memorandum you requested our comments on an 
attached draft paper, entitled "Mideast Economic Cooperation." 
This draft argued that: (1) greater U.S. government and business 
involvement in the economic development of the Mid-East is highly 
desirable; (2) the thrust of the U.S. effort in this~~r'ection 
should be regional rather than bilateral in scope; (3) it should be 
centered within a single executive agency; and lastly (4), the ECA 
of the Marshall Plan would provide a good organizational and con
ceptual model. 

Our reaction is as follows: 

0 There is, of course, a major effort already under way in 
this area. One way in which the USG has attempted to restructure 
its economic relation with the Mid-Eastern countries is through a 
series of joint bilateral cooperation commissions operating at the 
Cabinet level. Any further moves on our part to establish major, 
new institutional arrangements before significant substantive 
progress is achieved could be counterproductive. They would at best 
further inflate expectations and at worst lend credence to the charge 
that we are trying to divert attention from substance to form. 

0 Although the present setup may be adequate in the short run, 
what .is required is clarification and institutionalization of current 
arrangements for backstopping our Mid-East initiatives. To some degree 
this should emerge from the NSDM #278 exercise on Joint Commissions. 
In the long run there might be a number of advantages in centralizing 
our Mid-East initiatives within a single executive agency. However, 
the short run is crucial, and in the short run this would only add 
to the confusion. 

0 A regional approach to Mid-Eastern economic development 
might well generate greater resource demands on the USG than the 
current series of bilateral initiatives to Mid-Eastern countries • 

.,SKR-E'f (GDS) 
~,1/1'1'/r' 
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...SiiiRM(GDS) 

0 The ECA approach in Europe was predicated on a number of 
factors not operative in the Mid-East. 

Europe was an area of paramount concern, now we profess 
worldwide economic responsibilities. Other regional 
areas have also been presidentially designated as high 
priority, e.g., Latin America (NSDM #257). 

Europe could create a reasonably harmonious regional 
organization (the OEC) for us to work with and through. 

The task was reconstruction, a far east~ ,one than 
initial economic development. 

Overall, it is not clear yet that the Mid-East nations have a common 
goal, other than pricing of oil. In fact, there are indications each 
nation has different goals. 

0 Some other comments: 

Attachment 

Development of new industries in the Mid-East without 
markets may bring import restrictions from other nations. 

It is important in the short run to see that our policies 
in each separate bilateral commission are consistent. 

\_\QLLvl 
WILLIAM D. EBERLE 
Executive Director 

iiSM'i(GDS) 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

n1 '"' marking Deterr ~ d 
Cane .ed ~ 6, ~ · 1.3 an 
Archivist's memo ot "' 1 1983 

WASHINGTON 

July 28, 1975 

13y __ __,.})(lti;.,...._NA~ate..:j.'/'u.tl&.:::~&z.:...---

SF? .f 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DICK CHENEY 

FROM: 

Just prior to leaving, the Preside talked on the phone with 
Senator Case in reference to the arms sales to Jordan. 

It was agreed that we would get back to Case with guidance on 
Monday, before the Committee met. 

I suggest you communicate with Brent and get back to me at 
earliest inasmuch as we have had inquiries from the Senator 
today on this matter. 
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 18, 1975 

BREN~SCOWCROFT ~~ 

JOHN 0. MARSH f.}l.W f 
VERN LOEN VL 
Congressional Visit with President 

Sadat on August 9, 1975 

·" 
It was my priviLege to take detailed notes on an hour-long meeting 
between Pre~ident Sadat a~d eight _Members of Congress at M:r:. Sadat' s 
Mediterranean Coastal retreat on the above date. Participating members 
were Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark.; and Reps. William J. Randall, D-Ark.; 
RalphS. Regula, R-Ohio; Marvin Esch, R-Mich.; Roy A. Taylor, D-N. C.; 
Edwin E schleman and William Goodling, both R. -Pa. and Robert Eckhardt, 
D. -Texas. 

President Sadat responded candidly to questions posed by each Member. 
Being aware of the delicate negotiations underway, each Member was 
extremely careful to pose his question tactfully and with the understanding 
none was there to negotiate--simply to develop facts in their roles as 
voting Members of Cqngress. Mr. Sadat' s responses, which were 
taped, follow: 

"My main concern is peace. Ours is a backward country. I want to 
concentrate on OU'r plan for economic development to the year 2000. Go 
ahead and inspect our military facilities. Those airplane dugouts cost 
150,000 pounds apiece. This i s wasteful. 

"Israel exhibits belligerency toward Egypt. With reace, all will be 
very .bright. 

''I discussed our problems with President Ford at Salzburg. I asked the 
help of the U.S. and its allies, especially in regard to our need for 
liquidity. 

"President Ford is a strai ghtforward, honest man. It has been a new 
era since November, 1973, when I first met Secretary Kissit~:ger. 
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"Egypt represents between l/3 and l/2 of the Arab World. You have more 
interests in the hands of the Arabs than the Israelis. They must be 
convinced to take the road to peace, stop their military buildup~ I'm 
not afraid of peace -- Israel is afraid of peace. There can be rio war 
without Egypt. 

SOVIET ROLE: "The Soviets still misunderstand why I sent their 
experts out of the country in July, 1972, resulting in a cutoff of Soviet 
military aid. In 1974 we decided to diversify our arms sources. I am 
not worried about economic aid. The time may come when I ask for 
arms from the United States -- will you agree to sell me arms? {No 
answer from Congressmen.) 

"I shall always fight to be independent, but please don't worsen my 
position with the Soviets. Ninety per cent of my arms are Ru$sian. 
Therefore, the Soviets still provide air training personnet';~hen they 
leave. 

U. S. ROLE: "After the '67 war we had confrontation with you because 
of the ugly face of Lyndon Johnson. President Ford & Dr. Kissinger now 
show the real face of America as a big brother--not a world policeman. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR PEACE: ''Israel should withdraw from our lands 
occupied after the '67 war. For 27 years the Israeli propaganda says 
Arabs say no to everything--not for peace. 

"I declared publicly that I was 
is the turning point right now. 
releasing the refugees. 

ready for peace with Israel in 1971. This 
I started by opening the Suez Canal and 

"After 27 years of belligerency, hatred, violence and blood, we cannot 
normalize relationships in a month. They can't start shopping in Cairo 
tomorrow. Let's try in our generation. End the present atmosphere 
formally. This will lead to other steps. 

"Israel is using our land as a wedge for bargaining. I tell them they 
must withdraw--they are negotiating every inch. 

"As much as Israel is suspicious, we are suspicious, too. We also want 
guarantees. Israel is hesitant and confused. They should withdraw from 
the Sinai. Let the United States and USSR or Security Council give us 

guarantees. 

"If Israel gives back my lands, we will negotiate at Geneva under 
auspices of the two superpowers. They started three of the four wars. 
There must be a reciprocal approach. 

"Israel is afraid of peace because of weak leadership, weak government. 
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It is playing for time, looking to the U.S. elections next year. They 
expect the U.S. to take no major foreign policy acti~n in 1976, as is 
your custom in an election year.'' 

Afterwards, President Sadat posed obligingly for individual photographs, 
even with junior staff members. The Egyptians hosted a luncheon on a 
veranda overlooking the beach. Transportation for the two-hour journey 
from Cairo was provided by means of two Russian-built transports that 
are part of the Egyptian Air Force. 

On the evening of August 8, the Congressional delegation, accompanied 
by staff, held a similar discussion in Cairo with ~mbers of the 
People's Assembly, led by the deputy Speaker. 

Ambassador Eilts was in the United States on his peace mission. Mrs. 
Eilts hosted a reception on August 9 at their home (guest list of 240 
attached). 

SUMMARY: It was the guarded concensus of the Congressmen that 
President Sadat is a genuine, straightforward world leader of imposing 
stature. They were most reassured by his candid views and expressed 
desire for peace, in contrast to the carefully orchestrated Israeli 
propaganda approach and the stolidly militant aura of that nation. 
However, I doubt that many of them will be very vocal in ~heir 
assessments for fear of the Jewish reaction back home. 

cc: Max Frieder sdorf 
Les Janka 
Don Ogilvie (OMB) 
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Kissing~r, Aides Hit on 1973 War 
., 

United PreDJateona~ - pendents from Egypt and 
~ . former intelligence $yria two days ~fore the 

offtctal says he tried to tell attack. Other evtdence-be
Secretary of State Henry· A. fore the committee indicat
Kissinger that war in the:.a, ed the Defense lntellig.ence 
Middle East was imminent Agency correctly predicted 
in 1973 but Kissinger- aides!: _the attack ~ days in ad
refused to "trouble" thei!:' ;Vance. ~<~- ;! ~ 
boss with the information:. · But Cline suggested 

The State Department, ~ssinger himself was par
however. denied ther~ ac- ~llY: to blame for the 
count given to Congress mtel.~!gence breakdown. be

. y~sterday- by Ray , Cline.),. ~use _he . held too much 
former head of the Depart-.':··lpower m his own haftds and 

1 ment's Bureau of lntelfi-,:1....restricted the upward flow 
4 gence. •. ;;_ ~ _·, "of in~lligen~ advisories. 

Egypt and Syria attackedif.W Cline testified that on 
'Hsrael the· next day, Oct,'i~;p! Oct. 5 •. 1973,: on th~ eve of 
~973, catching Israel _:ancf:.• · the Arab ·atta~ his group 
the United States- by Sui~ concluded war was immi
prise. ~t:> " nent and tried to alert Kiss-

In public testimony inger;: .who !'as i!l · ... ·~ew 
before· the House liltelli- - .York City. Cline SaJd.Kiss
g e n c e " C o m m i t t e e- inger's,· aides:· ·discouraged 
yesterday, the CIA took the;ns him: from ,. contacting the 
blame for. that._ element- · ofJ.l:.'!Secretary that evening. . 
surprise;- Calling-it "a · fa,tJ;.:.j~i ·-~They : didn't · want . .to 

· ure ot .tr.S. ' intellig~.!: 1 :~ troubl~ bim,. .. Cline-- testi-
and saying analysts- ·failed _· lied. . # 

t? draw the right ~onclu- , ·HE SAID HE SENT the 
stons from ample. e~dence matedal to Kissinger by 
that the Arabs were about diplomatic pouch, but the 
to attack. . . war had begun before Kiss-

:'N AG~CY s~kesman·:; inger got it. • 
sa1~ that evtdence. mcluded . : Cline said he did not try 
notice that the Sovtets were · ·to phone Kissinger person
withdrawing civilian d•~· ally because be had been. 

· discouraged by the restrict-

ed channels of commuilica- row sphere.'• He recom
tion that. existed under . mended no one man should -~ 
President Richard M. be allowed to bold .. ~-« 
Nixon and Kissinger, who Kissinger's jobs simultane
was - and still is- both ously .. 
Secretary of State and the Cline; a _ professional 
President's chief national intelligence· man for 30 
security ad~.,. . ~,.·. years. left governm·entl_ 

In a rebuttal statement. service a month after ·tbe-' 
the State .Department said outbreak of the October;· 
there was no record Cline 1973 war and now heads· a:; 
had made s.ucb a call . an~ . ·gra~uate ·research group at 
no recollection of the UlCJ-. Georgetown University.· :. , 
dent by K~s~~e~s aides. · In his ·( testimony, ~:~ 

Had Cline .. failed to get spokesman · · William· Par-
through, . )ie WOulO · then . menter Wd the L agency. :1 
have _had ·a clear . obliga-.. -blamed itself and · other _J 
lion'~ :to seek._to warn any intelligence groups for fai~ 
one of three top. officials or ing to foresee the war. · ·· 
the department operations ~ • · 
·center, the statement saidr ••'IHERE ·WAS AN!intel-
ad~ng: .· . .. ; .. _ ... ,:-...,~ ~ .ligence failure in the weeks ~-

There ts no evtdence~ _preceding .the outbreak of : 
that Mr. Cline tried to reach ' ·war in the Middle' East on 

·any of. these~·. any one . of Oct. 6." Parmenter said in:. 
whom eould have_ immedi- r~dii:lg · from · the CIA~s,~" 

.ately. relayed a message .to &nalysis of the situation. ·. 
the secretary. •• · · _ "~ .... • Our ~ post-mQrtem · 

REP. MORGAN MUR-·~· suriey suggests that~th-:re 
PHY, D-Ill., ·asked .Cline: were errors ·of ev~lua~on j 
"Isn't it the bottom tiDe that amonn ,... producmg ·a,!- ~ 
we really have got a one fices. . .. -.. -. ""\,. 
man show in Kissinger and · :t'he restift,· ' Parmenter; 
that it now seems to affect saJd, was that U:S:.. iruelli-~ 

. our intelligence?•• ... .. gence knew . .. something, 
Cline responded' . thai': .:~·_was pre\\jiig'". fn:tt ·~di~ pot'\ 

policy~making had been .. ,.Pro~de ·a · "!~f. m ,J!Jr~ 
constricted t9· .. a veey.nar-: . ;_~I ~tiUties. · ..... J 
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Signs of J973·Mide:asOVi!/Eluded"US~SpyAgencie~ 
By NIC~OLAS M:.HORROCK .,f~-nsive \~~the canal ~d.~ The ltej;;rt>~allltained that I . fh~ ~~OtMtittee has -~mJ 

Sped&ltoT!la.N:cw:rar~~;.nme. • the Golan Heights area... . "cef!ain sub~ntive precon- first tiy~ letter .·and "tater-bj 
WASHINGTON, Sept. H-r ~e ~port of the:coDlml_ft_ee, ceptrons (delett«?n) tury:t~ the subpoena,_·ma'\erials giten to 

The United States intelligence which IS_ charged wt_th adviSing anal-yst's ~t_tent!on. P\lnctpally Presidef!ts J~hnson and·, Nixoq 
community aclmowledges tltat the National ~~uno/ co~ctl toward political. mdtcatto~ t~at on four ma;or recent crises. 
H failed to predict · the':.:l973ion war and cnti~l ~ItuatJ<;>ns, the ~bs were bent on ftn~mg including tlte -1973 Arab-Israeli 
Arab-sraeli war and .that sev- lwent on to not~, It IS po~tble no~-v10l~nt. menas to achteve war, the 1968 Communist Tet 
era! inteHigence agencies evenlthat_ tlte Egyptians or Synans, ~he!r O~Jeetives. and a'!'._ay from offensive in South Vietnam, thei 
.predicted -tltat tltere would l1e particularly the .latter, . may mdtcat10ns (mainly· mditary) to Cyprus crisis and .the recent 
no war only hours before· thelhave been prepanng. a ~d .or the C:O!Jtrary:• · · - revolution in ·Portugal. - -J 
hostilities broke out.. accord0g/other small-~cale actio.n.,. MaJ, _Gen. Ho~at:<f !'· .Smith; Representative Otis G. Pike,: 
to a secret report made ' public !he.co~tteemet.tt.sreport an-Air Force .offrcer Jn-.ohaxge Democrat of ~uffolk CountY.; 
-today. lsatd, . at .0900 on 6 October of ~e . . Pentagon; agency's and the commtttee ~ 

The . report represents the 1973," wh1cb was a few hours anal~ : section,: said that complained today that the· M..: 
first publie admission by the bdore th~ a~ck.. . three arialysts 1lad.been trans- ministration had been unwillln~ 
jntelligence agencies that they In an mtelligence summary fe:rred_as a r~ult of the failure. ~. ~lGw to respond to the com
,fa)led to warn of the war.· On dated the same day but p,re- :The matenal from the _secret uuttee's ·requests. "All we have 
Oct. 30, 1973; however •. Ameri- sumably prepared the . mght report· was ~ad&.: pub~c after been confronted with since we 
can officials who declined. to before, the Defense Intelltgence nearly two ·i:Jays-.of jOUSting started- .Is delay," he said. 
be ;d.entified said tlha:t _desJ)ite A?enc,r re~rted, ~'There_ .are b.etween ~e -F~rd-·Admini.stra- Thei'C.I{A. was prepared:10 
$U~ciOU&' signals they hild''not ~til! no ~ milttary n~ po~ttical ti_on, the mtelligence col!lmu- _ma~e J)ublie part of . the ma~ 
senously beneved tbat.Ara.b na- ~dicators of E~till)l inten- ruty and th~ H~use committee: .tenal that went to the tom
tions were about to attack. · tton~ ~~ pre~aration to resume Part ~~s read mto the record mittee today, but when· Mr. 

PreSlS'·reports in the past and hostihttes W1th ~rael.'~ ·. by ~illiam P~enter, ·chief of Pike asked CJA officials. tea 
the findings of an lsraeli .mHi- A c_entral Intelligence Agency ~he ~s..:offtee -of current r:ead )OC;her portions they; 
tary review board had _ blamed ?uil~tin- da~ the day ~fore mtelligenc;e. ,. ':} _ • _ _ _ balked. ·- .• - _: 
!Sraelj inteUigence_ser.yjces. for ~he attack Sll;ld of_ the Egyptians: . The rep'?rt :was mad" p\Jbli · . T!te ·comaiit!ee met throughj 
madequately evaluating infor- ':f~~ exercts~ and · alert -ac- m the thtrd .. ~et 9f hearings t,he ·afternoon ·m-closed sessio~ 
.natic>.J! -~~~Ari.b._bii1Uf:ut>.:.::_. ttvttles ·[deletion] -may- be-on-a .~du~~ _f?Y' the 'H~ ... _con1- and !i!Jally_ ~: 6 to 3~ - to:. 

The Hoose Select Committee so~e'!hatlarger scale and more rruttee. m -m·· exammation . of make· pubbc · a halt doten ·ofi 
on Intelligence . made , public eahstrc than .previous exercises, the· "efficiency. of th~ · intelli- tJte_ individual.Jntelligence evaJ-·· 
parts; of . a "P?stmort~·-- pre but th~y -do not ~ to--be g~lcommu~Ity,_ ~hich som!!" uations . no~ in the postmor-: 
Pared bY, ·.the-: Intelligence: com- P.repann~ for a ~ off~- esti~at~ regu~res .. an _ expen~_, tern. :-Most of the document . 
munity on. its handling . of· the stv.e agamst I~el... . . _ ~-of $6-bilhon ~~~eat:: -~~~-;~ -! 
Arab-Israeli conflict in OCtober · · Move ·Termed-Suicidal h ~ 
1973 .. ~--report disclOsed.'that · On 'the:'day of 'the ·- a · · 
a top.le~ 'committee imetrthe the C.l.:k.-reported"that another 
day the 'Arab forces :-attackM round --of>,hpstilities woulct al
Jsrael said, '_'.We can ]find. no most . ·certainly_ destroy Presi
har~ evidence of a major;-~ dent An~'- el-Sadat's "pain 
ordinated EJ'M)tian-SYriam:ot~ staking etf~ . to invi~ 

the economy: and would 11JD!1 
· counter to.: his current elf~ 

t.o build a united Arab politicall 
1 front."_ :.. . · -.-4 

I. The ; C.r.A. ·bulletin went o~ 
to contend·· that for- the Syriari 

lPresident;i Hafez Al-Assad; "li 
military. -~enture. ~w woul~ 
be SUICidaL. • •. ·• 
I. The report on the intelligence 
asses~ent·~attributed failut'eSj 
to the ariaJysts of the vari0tl51 
agenci~' and · not to a failure. 
to collect -intelligence. . ..::. _ 

"The<information provided 
tltose parts . of the · cornnullDit:YI 
responsible - ·for 
collection ' was 
prompt a warning," the 
said. 1'?uch ~ information 

from . both human 
tec:hn:ical saurces) was not 

but · ·was p 
and·often 

• 



What's News~ 
World-Wide 

No U.S. Intelligence agency uneqiJivG.! 
cally predicted the. October 1973 Mideazt 
war, the House Intelligence Committee was 
toid. How~ver, the ex-director of. the State 
Department' a, intelligence.· bureau. Ra.7 
Cline, said he tried to warn Kissinger on th& 
eve of the war but -wu -;discouraged from 
doing so by KlaSinger'.s aides. • 

The CIA explored ways to polson Congo.. 
lese leader Patrice Lumumb,a 1n· 1980, bulj 
abandoned the idea and didn't..h&ve-any.i 
thing to. do with Lumumba's de&ijl the.nexf! 
year, Richard BJ.s.sell, former head of .CIA 
clandestJne ·operations, said.. · · . . ·. 

.. 
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MR. NESSEN: As promised, we have Joe Sisco, the 
Under Secretary of State, to give you a report not only on 
today's meeting, but since we didn't have anyting on Sunday, 
Joe is going back over the entire visit and catch you up 
on the entire visit as well as today's specific meeting. 

Q Is this on the record? 

MR. NESSEN: Yes. 

Q Was it true he thought Chicago was the greatest 
city in America? 

MR. SISCO: I might say that we were all impressed, 
I am saying this on the record, Peter, for obvious reasons, because 
you are I are native Chicagoans, but it was an impressive 
show that Mayor Daley put on. It was impressive in every 
respect. 

Let me just make a few brief observations and then 
open the floor to questions. 

The two Presidents held their final meeting here 
a moment ago, as you knows a.fter having held meetings 
earlier in the week here in Washington and likewise in 
Jacksonville. 

We consider the visit of President Sadat as 
important, timely and very useful. First of all, I think the 
visit strengthened the close personal rapport that was 
established between the two Presidents initially at their 
meetings in Salzburg. 

MORE 
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Secondly, we believe the visit gave President Sadat 
an opportunity to see and know our country and our people 
better and vice versa, and, therefore, we believe that as 
a result of the visit country-wide, the opportunity given 
to the President to address the Joint Session of Congress 
today, this has contributed to greater understanding between 
the two Governments. 

Third, I would say that the principal focus of the 
discussions between the two Presidents was on the simple 
question of where we go from here in the Middle Eastern 
diplomacy. I think it is fair to say that both Governments 
feel it is important that the process of.,J~,~ace continue with 
respect to the Middle East and, therefore, there was a < 

substantial amount of the discussion focused on the diplomatic 
aspects. 

On our part, we reaffirmed that we are prepared to 
undertake a serious effort to see whether we can get 
negotiations started between Syria and Israel. Secondly, we 
reaffirmed also our intention to continue consultations looking 
towards the possibility of a renewal of a Geneva Conference. 
And, third, as indicated by the Secretary of State in his 
statement before the UN General Assembly, we are also,and 
continue to be, prepared to explore any other informal 
meetings to get the process of peace moving once again in the 
aftermath of the recent Egyptian-Israeli Agreement and 
while the implementation process of that agreement goes on. 

A foqrth aspect of the visit, we feel that the visit 
and the talks contributed to a strengthening of the bilateral 
relationships between the United States and Egypt and in 
broadening the areas of cooperation between the two Governments. 
I would cite, in particular, the agreements that were signed 
earlier in the week -- a health cooperation agreement, a 
P.L. 480 agreement, an agreement on a museum exhibition, 
and an agreement on avoiding double taxation between the two 
countries and today's initialing by the respective Foreign 
Ministers of an agreement in principle in the areas of 
peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

As most of you know, the agreement initialed 
today is expected to cover cooperation in the fields pertaining 
to peaceful uses of atomic energy, including design and 
construction and operation, research and power reactors. 
I will not go into the details because I think that the 
statement put out today is self-evident and a full explanation 
in and of itself. 

I will take any questions now, 

MORE 
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issued? 
Q Mr. Sisco, why was there 'no joint communique 

MR. SISCO: This question has been asked. I 
would not candidly attach any significance whatsoever to 
no joint communique having been issued. We felt and they 
felt that in view of the number of public statements made 
by everybody concerned, in view of the fact that the concrete 
results have all been signed on the basis of the specific 
agreements that I indicated to you, including the one 
initialed today, that really primarily what had to be said 
had really been said either in public ~tatements or in 
the various announcements. So I wouih not read any kind of 
hidden designs that there were any contemplated or expected 
difficulties with writing a communique. Really, all of 
you have the concrete results. 

Q Could I follow that up by asking -- you 
referred to public statements and there have been some 
public statements that are a little confusing in that 
President Sadat before he came here said he was going to 
ask the U.S. for arms. Today, and most recently, he said, 
11 I did not come here asking for anything. '~ 

What was the situation and what was the response? 

MR. SISCO: I think I can answer that very 
quickly, Marilyn. President Sadat indicated he was not 
coming here with any shopping list. That is the fact 
of the matter. 

The question of arms was discussed in a general 
way. I think most of you are familiar with what President 
Sadat has said publicly insofar as his situation is concerned 
with respect to arms. He has said it in various inter
views. That principally was the focus of the discussion 
on arms. There were no specific commitments made and 
there was no specific shopping list to address ourselves to. 

Q Was there a general agreement to study the 
matter, or how would you phrase that? 

HR. SISCO: I would not go beyond what I had 
to say, Marilyn, other than there was a general discussion 
of this and no specific commitments were made. 

Q Nell, sir, I would ask you without offending 
you what the President's response was and whether you could 
project for us the continuing dialogue on arms? 

:t-1R. SISCO: t'lell, we have said publicly on a 
number of occasions that we expected a general discussion 
of this question to take place. It did. 

MORE 
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We also said even before the visit, and as I am 
saying after the visit, that no specific commitments have 
been made. However, obviously this is an issue that in 
time will have to be addressed and we have said this 
heretofore. I am not adding anything new but this is 
really basically where it stands. 

Q About the atomic reactor, what about that? 
Will they be getting other supplies and atomic energy 
from France and other places? 

MR. SISCO: The question is wil~~hey be getting 
other supplies or other reactors. As you know, what was 
initiated today was an agreement in principle to cooperate 
in the field and as part of this cooperation initially 
what is involved are two power reactors not to exceed in 
total 1,200 megawatts. That is really what is involved 
under stringent safeguards. 

What was initialed today, you should understand, 
is not actually the agreement. It was really the framework 
or the setting down of the principles on which a detailed 
agreement would be signed. It is largely the framework 
and I think it is important for me to make that point so 
that there will be no confusion because discussions with 
respect to the detailed agreement would have to continue. 

Q Has President Ford accepted in principle 
President Sadat's invitation to visit Egypt, and what is 
the outlook for such a visit? 

MR. SISCO: Well, there isn't anything concrete 
on that with respect to any specific date. I know that 
the two Presidents agreed that they would remain in very 
close contact over the coming weeks and months, but there 
is nothing specific on any plans. 

Q Does that mean that President Ford has not 
accepted the invitation? 

MR. SISCO: I think there has been and is an 
interest on the part of the President with respect to a 
possible visit to Egypt, but the point I am making is that 
nothing specific was agreed to in this regard. 

Q There were points of conflict between the 
two Presidents. President Ford spoke out against the 
anti-Zionism resolution in the United Nations and President 
Sadat said some things anti-Jewish and anti-Zion at the 
National Press Club. Also President Sadat spoke rather 
intensively on several occasions about support for the 
Palestinians -- in some cases he mentioned the PLO and 
in some he didn't. President Ford pointed out what the 
U.S. policy was about the PLO and its position. 

How do they resolve these things, or what do 
they say about them that you can tell us? 

MORE 
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MR. SISCO: Well, first of all with respect to 
the Zionism matter, I think each side's view is very clear 
in this regard. You noticed, for example, that President 
Sadat said in his address before the Congress that there 
are matters on which views are going to agree or converge 
and there are other matters where this is not the case. 

With respect to the position on Zionism as reflected 
at the UN, I think you are very clear as to what position 
Egypt has adopted and what position we have adopted. 

With respect to the second part 
the question of the Palestineans, I don't 
add to what President Sadat had to say to 
It was very clear as to the nature of the 
made. 

of your question, 
think ,I· can really 

.,. "' the Congress. 
appeal that he 

As far as our position is concerned, one, we have 
always said that in any durable peace the legitimate 
aspirations of the Palestinians would have to be taken 
into account. 

Insofar as the question of the actual participation 
of the PLO at any conference, again you know what our 
position has been. We have felt and continue to feel 
that the inhibiting factor here is that the PLO has failed 
to acknowledge and recognize Security Council Resolution 242 
and Israel's right to exist. 

So what it amounts to is that in this regard the 
Egyptian view is clear and so is the U.S. view and our 
policy has remained unchanged. 
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Q I have two questions. First of all, was it under-
stood at the outset of the talks that there would be no 
communique or was that decided during the visit? 

And my second question is, what concrete steps 
are in the making on the American side in order to further 
any Israeli-Syrian accord? 

MR. SISCO: We had considered tentatively the 
question of whether a communique had to be issued but we 
left it open right from the beginning for determination in the 
course of the talks and we mutually agreed there was really 
no need for a communique based on this since we have put out 
the essential results. 

I want to be very categoric. We then didn't even 
address the specifics in any communique and I want to be very 
clear that the fact that no communique was issued is not to 
be taken that we started the process and that some huff 
or some difference arose. We didn't do that. 

Let me take the second part of the question. With 
respect to the on-going efforts to achieve negotiations, we 
are going to review the situation now at the State Department 
in the light of these talks. As part of that, we have called 
back our Ambassador from Damascus and we will, as part of that 
internal consultation, begin -- today is Wednesday, I think 
probably near the end of this week we will review the situation 
in the light of these talks. 

Q What can you say about the efforts to arrange 
a meeting between President Ford and President Asad while 
the President is on his European trip? 

MR. SISCO: There are no immediate plans for such 
a meeting and, Peter, I would not expect a meeting to take 
place. 

Q Mr. Sisco, has the u.s. Government decided 
what position they will take on the Egyptian resolution in 
the General Assembly& 

MR. SISCO: No, in fact I can't say that we have 
really studied the text. I gather that a resolution has been 
submitted in the last 24 hours. We will have to give that 
careful study. 

Q Is that on Palestinians, too? 

MR. SISCO: It is basically, l1arilyn. I haven't 
seen the text but basically it is along the lines of what 
President Sadat indicated in his General Assembly speech. 
I understand it is a question of the Palestinians participating 
in a Geneva Conference"on equal footing." As I said, 
I haven't seen the text and we have not studied it. 
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Q Given the American position on the Palestinians, 
why does that take study and consideration? 

MR. SISCO: For one thing, I think it is pretty well 
for us to look at the text before one decides how one is going 
to vote, but obviously this text is going to be looked at 
from the point of view of what American policy is and I hope 
I have made what American policy is very clear in response 
to Joe Polakoff's question. 

Q May I ask you another question _a.~out the 
Suez Canal and free transportation? Is there ~~me statement 
on the part of Egypt on tha~?: 

MR. SISCO: She asked whether she could ask a question 
with respect to Israel cargoes going through the Suez Canal. 
My response is that, as all of you know, this question of 
Israel cargoes going through the Canal was part and parcel 
of the agreement signed between Egypt and Israel. That principle 
has been impl~nented, as you all know. 

subject? 
Q Mr. Sisco, would you take a question on another 

MR. SISCO: I have got my hands full and I would 
rather not get into anything else. 

Q You wouldn~t rule out that some general 
agreement was made on arms, and could you clarify that in 
any way? 

MR. SISCO: I don't think I can be· any more categoric 
than I was. I said, one, the nature of the discussions was -. 
general, and, secondly, I was categoric in saying no specific 
commitments were made. I can't be more categoric. 

Q The question was asked if some general agreement 
was made and you said you would not go beyond your previous 
statement. 

MR. SISCO: There is no general agreement and my 
answer is "no," if you read into what I said that I was 
trying to keep that open. 

Q 
Washington? 

When do you expect Mr. Rabin to come to 

MR. SISCO: I have no late information on that. 

Q Did you discuss with Mr. Sadat the date of 
passage of another ship in the Canal? 

MR. SISCO: No, this has not come up. 

THE PRESS: Thank you. 

END CAT 5:35 P.M. EST) 
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